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1PUrDose
This Study seeks to gain insights into the attitudes and
perceptions of current New American Theater Patrons. It also seeks
to compile a profile of the best customer segment for New American
Theater to target. This study has the following objectives in
mind:
1. To determine the current audiences perceptions of
N.A.T.'s offerings, services, pricing, advertising, and
fund-raising.
2. To determine if and where N.A.T. is failing to meet
any audience needs or wants.
3. To determine which market segments N .A.T. should
target with their offering.
Methodoloqy
Instruments
Two questionnaires were designed to meet this projects
objectives (see appendix A). These questionnaires were designed
with structured, non-disguised questions, but did include several
open-ended questions in an attempt to gain greater insight into
which media vehicle that respondents obtain information from, and
to determine which plays patrons would like to see come to N.A.T.
The first survey is targeted toward patrons. It consists of 46
questions that try to determine audiences perceptions of N.A.T.
This questionnaire is divided into four sections.
The first section attempts to discover what type of
entertainment N .A.T. patrons enjoy. We then use a 5 point
semantic-differential scale to determine how important certain
aspects of the theater are to people (these responses are later
compared to a question asking respondents to rate N.A.T. on these
same characteristics) .
The second section questions people about N .A.T. specifically.
We question them about how they perceive present programs,
services, prices, and programs. We also ask them what new
offerings they would like to see. Finally we question them about
their theater going habits--for example if they go alone or with a
group.
The third section of
charitable donations. We
the survey questions respondents about
try to discover both if they donate and
2their motivations for giving as well as their motivations for not
giving. The survey concludes with the fourth section which
collects demographic information.
The second survey is 34 questions aimed at non-patrons. It
attempts to compose a profile of theater-patrons. This is done to
help us decide which market segment will be the best for N.A.T. to
target.
This survey screens non-theater going patrons by branching off
If they answer that they do not go to the theater in question #2,
they are directed to # 20--the start of the charitable contribution
section. This limits our study to patrons that are relevant to this
study.
The first section of this survey investigates which types of
entertainment is important to respondents, and what is important to
these people when they go to the theater. The second section
determines if respondents have ever attended N.A.T., and how they
perceive N.A.T.'s programs, offerings, services and prices. The
survey then asks questions regarding charitable donations and the
motivations behind either donating or not donating. The survey
concludes by collecting demographic information.
Sample
This study was done using two different samples. The patron
survey consisted of a sample of 500 patrons from N.A.T.'s mailing
list. A starting point was randomly selected in the database and
every 50th name was selected. This sample size was selected in
order to provide an accurate representation of the
population(N.A.T.'s patronage).
Out of the 500 surveys mailed, we received 120 back. 94 of
these were filled out correctly and could be tabulated. This is a
24% response rate. This is a very good response rate for a mail
survey. The average mail response rate is 10%.
The second survey, the non-patron survey, was administered
using a stratified random sample of 500 non-patrons. Of these 500
surveys, 250 were sent to Rockford, 125 were sent to Dekalb, and
125 were sent to surrounding areas.
The sample was taken from 1993-1994 phone books. The lOth
number in the first column of every page was used in Rockford, and
3the lOth number on every other page was used in DeKalb. We used
the lOth name from the bottom for area residents. If the 10th name
was not in the chosen city, we used the closest name that was.
Out of the 500 surveys mailed, we received 110 back, with 90
of these being correctly filled out. This gives us a response rate
of 22%.
Implementation
This study was done using primary, external data collection.
This was done using mail surveys. Mail surveys were the preferred
method due to cost considerations as well as the personal nature of
the questions being asked.
We felt that we obtained a very good response rate. The
respondents were given 10 days to return the survey in the self-
addressed stamped envelope that we provided. When the time period
expired, the surveys were checked for completeness in order to
limit non-response bias. All returned, completed surveys were used
for the study.
Codinq
The two surveys were coded using a SPSS compatible coding
scheme. A copy of the code sheets are included in appendix B. The
questions are coded depending on the type of responses that they
elicit.
If the question can have more than one answer, i.e. choose all
that apply, each response is given a separate variable. That
question will have as many answers as responses. In choose all
that apply questions, chosen questions are 1 and non-chosen
responses are O. In "rank from 1-5 questions", each response will
have a number. Therefore, one question will have several code
variables for its answer.
If the question can only have one response, i.e. multiple
choice or yes/no questions, only the variable for the chosen answer
is used. For example, if it was a multiple choice question and
It
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response 3 was chosen, the only variable entered for the question
would be the code for response 3.
Tabulation
The coded values from the questionnaires were typed onto a
computer disk, and the statistics program SPSS PC+ was used to
analyze the data. This program calculated frequencies and
deviations of each variable. It also allows cross-tabulation of
the variables in order to perform in-depth analysis.
Many questions allowed for "other" responses. There were also
three open ended questions on each survey. These were not entered
into SPSS, but were hand tabulated and typed into word perfect.










New American Theater Questionnaire
Patron Survey
The following questions show
indicated yes to each response.
same form as in the survey.
the percentage of respondents who
The questions are shown in the
The first question attempts to find out what types of entertainment
N.A.T. Patrons are interested in.
1. Which of the following types of entertainment interest you?








































The largest percentage of patrons enjoy going to plays, while
musicals rank fourth. The percentage of people who enjoy musicals
is still significant, as it is 3/4 of N.A.T.'s patronage.
Watching Television and listening to the radio rank 2nd and
3rd. This is not relevant to N.A.T.'s programming, but may be
significant in reaching patrons through advertising.
Over 1/2 of the patrons (68%) enjoy going to concerts. This
may offer an opportunity for N.A.T. to expand and better serve the
audience base.
The second question attempts to discover if the person responding
to the survey is a theater patron.





no (please skip to question #23)
This is a screening question. We want to make sure that we
only obtain relevant information from people that do attend N.A.T.
If they answered no to this question, they are directed to #25, the
charitable contripution section.
The third question seeks to find out what people look for when
choosing a theater. It asks respondents to rate the responses on
a scale from 1-5. The following table shows the percentages that
rated each variable 1,2,3,4, and 5.
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1 2 3 4 5 4+5
Quality of 0 2.3 6.8 30.7 60.2 90.9
productions
Variety of 1.2 8.1 27.9 34.9 26.7 61. 6
productions
Ticket Price 6.9 27.6 25.3 21. 8 18.4 40.20
Location of 9.5 32.1 28.6 20.2 9.5 29.7
theater
Location of 0 10.6 35.3 30.6 23.5 54.1
seats
Parking 3.5 33.7 33.7 19.8 9.3 29.1
Handicapped 78 11 4.9 1.2 3.7 4.9
accessibility




Ticket 7.3 15.9 42.7 23.2 11 34.2
availability
..-
3. When you attend live theater productions, how important are of
each of these to YOU? Please apply the following scale: 5 =
Extremely Important, 4 = Very Important, 3 = Important, 2 =
Somewhat Important, and 1 = Not Important at all.
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Ease of 3.5 14.1 41.2 22.4 17.6 40
purchase--
Tickets
Cleanliness 1.2 7.1 34.1 38.8 18.8 57.6
Availability 92.5 1.3 3.8 0 1.3 1.3
of child-care
The three variables that were overwhelmingly not important
were handicapped accessibility (78% not important) special services
for the elderly and/or handicapped (74.7% not important), and the
availability of child-care (92.5% not important). These
percentages indicate that emphasis should not be placed on these
services.
For the current audience child-care was only very important to
1.3%, important to only 3.8% and somewhat important to 1.3%. The
current majority of the audience base is over 35 years old and live
in one or two person households. If a younger audience base is
ever pursued, child-care may rise in importance.
The variables that are most important are the quality of
productions, with 90.9% rating it very or extremely important,
61.6% of the patrons consider variety of productions extremely or
very important, 57.6% of the patrons consider cleanliness of the
theater very or extremely important, and 54.1% of the respondents
consider location of the seats very or extremely important.
SEE QUESTION #11 FOR N.A.T.'S RATING ON THESE CHARACTERISTICS
The fourth question asks which programs Patrons may be interested
in.
4. When you attend theater productions, availability of which of
these special programs would be of interest to YOU? Please














subscription package such as "Pick four plays"
restaurant/play package deal












groups (church,social, or United Way)
designers, directors after the performance
senior citizens during the afternoon
The largest interest is in the season subscription packages.
This suggests that emphasis be placed on promoting these.
Restaurant/play packages were received well with a 52.8% of the
respondents interested. The third category, performances for
senior citizens came in with about 1/4 of the patrons interested.
The rest of the categories had less than 1/5 of the patrons
interested.
The fifth question attempts to find out which restaurants would be
the best choice for a theater/restaurant package offering.
5 . If you
question #4,
question #6.
indicated interest in a restaurant/package deal in
please answer the following; otherwise please skip to
If a restaurant/play package were available, I would be
































The most popular restaurants are the Metropolitan and Jungle
Jim's, with over 50% choosing each. Ross's and the Capri are the
least popular with less than 1/4 of the respondents indicating
interest.
Number six is a branching question.
valid responses to #7-11.
It enables us to get only




no (please skip to question #10)
10
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Question number seven attempts to discover how often the patron
attends N.A.T. productions.
7. Have you attended New American Theater (N.A.T.) within the
last year?
83.5 yes (please continue)
16.5 no (please skip to question #9)
83.5% of patrons are active theater-goer's. There are 16.5%
of N.A.T. patrons that are non-active.
Question eight attempts to find out if the patron has been to
N.A.T. recently.







2 or 3 times
4 or 5 times
6 times or more
40.3% of the patrons have been to N.A.T. 3 times or less in
the past year. Since 66.2% of the patrons indicated interest in
subscription packages, this may be a way to increase attendance.
Question nine attempts to find out how many of the patrons come to
the theater with a group. This question also screens respondents
for question #10.




no (please skip to question #11)
We see that about 2/3 of N.A.T. patrons have attended N.A.T.
with a group. This is a large percentage of total patrons. This may
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1 2 3 4 5 4+5
Quality of a 1.1 12.6 43.7 42.5 86.2
productions
Variety of a 2.4 28.2 41.2 28.2 69.4
productions






2 or 3 times
4 or 5 times
6 times or more
be a lucrative avenue to pursue in trying to increase attendance.
Number ten attempts to discover how often patrons attend N.A.T.
with a group.
10. How many times have you attended N.A.T. with a group?
Of the 2/3 of the patrons who
75.6% of them have attended
attended more than 4 times.
have attended N.A.T. with a group,
3 times or less, and 24.4% have
Number eleven attempts to discover how the audience perceives
N .A.T. 's quality in the following areas. This information is
compared to how important each of the following characteristics
were found to be in question #3, which asks how important each
characteristic is to patrons. The following table shows the
percentages that rated each variable 1,2,3,4, and 5.
11. Rate N.A.T. on each of the following characteristics. Please
apply the following scale: 5 = Excellent, 4 = Very Good, 3 =
Good, 2 = Fair, and 1 = Poor.
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Location of 1.2 9.3 33.7 34.9 20.9 55.80
theater
Location of 1.2 1.2 22.4 38.8 36.5 75.3
seats
Parking 4.6 19.5 33.3 32.2 10.3 42.5
Handicapped a 18.2 24.2 24.2 33.3 57.5
accessibility




Ticket a 3.9 31.2 42.9 22.1 65
availability
Ease of a 6.2 28.4 38.3 27.2 65.5
purchase--
Tickets
Cleanliness a 2.4 17.9 34.5 45.2 79.6
Availability 60 20 20 a a a
of child-care
N.A.T. was perceived above average overall.
respondents rated N.A.T. excellent or above
variables.
N.A.T. received the best ratings on quality of productions
with 86.2% rating them excellent or very good. The second and
third highest ratings were on cleanliness and location of seats
with 79.6% and 75.3% respectively rating them excellent or very
good.
N .A.T.
's lowest ratings were on availability of child-care
with 80% rating them poor or fair, parking with 24.10 (almost 1/4)
rating them fair or poor, and special services for the elderly or
handicapped with 18.7 or about 1/5 rating them fair or poor.
Over half of the
average on all
When compared with question #3 we see that the most important
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variables to patrons were quality of productions (90.9%), Variety
of productions (61.6%), and cleanliness of theater (54.1%).
N.A.T. rated high on quality of productions and cleanliness.
Variety of productions had 69.4 % rating it very good or excellent.
They are rated high on all of the characteristics that are
considered most important to patrons.
Two of the three variables that N.A.T. are rated lowest on,
availability of child-care and special services for the elderly
and/or handicapped were considered two of the least important
variables. Child-care was not important to 92.5% of patrons and
special services were not important to 74.7% of patrons.
The third variable that N.A.T. was rated lowest on, parking,
was rated not important at all or somewhat important by 37.2% and
extremely important or very important by 29.1%. Since over 1/4 of
patrons considered this important, N.A.T. may want to review its
parking situation.
12. Prior to receiving
N.A.T. provides an
persons?
this questionnaire, were you aware that
Audio-link service for hearing-impaired






Almost 3/4 of the patrons are not aware that this service is
offered. N.A.T. needs to better publicize this service if it wants
its audience to know that the service is available.
Question number thirteen seeks to discover if N.A.T. is failing to
offer any services that may be useful to its patrons.
13. If offered by
would be of
productions?
N.A.T., which of the following special
assistance to YOU while attending









special near-stage seating for the visually impaired








pay what you can nights
A little over 12% would find near-stage seating helpful, while
over 18% would find special assistance for handicapped patrons
helpful.
Although they would find it helpful, we see by looking at
question number 3 that they do not rate these services as important
to them when attending live theater productions.
Questions fourteen and fifteen attempt to find out audience
perceptions of N.A.T.'s prices.
14. Single performance prices at the N.A.T. range from $17 to $20,




about what I expect.
less than I expect.
more than I expect.
The majority of respondents, 4/5 of them, perceive the price
to be what they expect. Only 2.2% see the price as lower, and
16.9% see the price as higher than they expect. When looking at
this 16.9 percent. it is important to remember that there is a
certain percentage that will always see any price as higher than
they expect.
15. N.A.T. season subscription rates range from $75 to $95 for six
15
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about what I expect.
less than I expect.
more than I expect.
A little over 3/4 of the patrons perceive subscription prices
to be about what they expect. A small percentage perceive the
prices to be less that expected, and about 1/5 perceive the prices
as higher than they would expect.
Question sixteen attempts to discover if patrons would like to see
new works if N.A.T. were to offer them.





no (please skip to question #19)
An overwhelming majority of patrons would like to see new
works. Only 11.6% would not be interested in recent plays.
Question seventeen is a screening question for number 18.
17. Would you pay more than the regular ticket price to see new




no (please skip to question #19)
Question eighteen seeks to discover how much over regular ticket
price a patron will pay.
18. If you are willing to pay a premium to see new works at the
27.3 $20 (off-time) to $23 (premium-time) range (up to $3
over regular prices)
27.3 $22 (0 f f - time) to $25 (premium-time) range ($3 up to $5
over regular prices) .
25.0 $24 (off-time) to $27 (premium-time) range ($5 up to $7
over regular prices) .
20.5 $26 (off-time) to $29 (premium-time) range ($7 up to $9
over regular prices) .
17
N.A.T., what is the MOST you would pay per ticket?
Of the 51.9 percent of the respondents who will pay more for
recent works, 54.6% are willing to pay less than $5 over the
regular price, 25% will pay $5 to $7 over, and 25% will pay $7 to
$9 over. ~
Question nineteen seeks to find out if N.A.T. patrons want to see
popular productions brought to the theater.
19. Are you interested in seeing popular productions such as "Guys
& Dolls" or "Phantom of the Opera" at the N.A.T.?
84.3 yes (please continue)
15.7 no (please skip to question #22)
Well over 3/4 of the respondents want to see popular
productions brought to N.A.T. Only 15.7%, do not want to see new
works. This provides an opportunity for N.A.T. to better please
patrons.
Question twenty is a screening question for number twenty-one.
20. Would you pay more
popular production





no (please skip to question #25)
19 $20 (off-time) to $23 (premium-time) range (up to $3
over regular prices)
25.4 $22 (off-time) to $25 (premium-time) range ($3 up to $5
over regular prices) .
28.6 $24 (off-time) to $27 (premium-time) range ($5 up to $7
over regular prices) .
27 $26 (off-time) to $29 (premium-time) range ($7 up to $9




large majority would pay more to see popular
Only about 1/5 of the patrons would not be willing.
Question twenty-one seeks to discover how much more money over
regular price the 80.5% of patrons who would pay more, will pay.
21. If you are willing to pay a premium to see popular productions
at the N.A.T., what is the MOST you would pay per ticket?
Patrons are willing to pay more for popular productions than
for new works. 44.4% are willing to pay less than $5, 28.6% are
willing to pay $5-$7 over and 27% are willing to pay $7-$9 over
regular ticket price.
Question twenty-two attempts to find out what plays patrons want to
see come to N.A.T. It is an open ended question and the answers
are in the same words as on the original survey. The number in
front of the plays is the number of people who requested that play.
22. Which plays would you like to see come to N.A.T.? Please list
below.
12 Joseph & the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat





3 La Cage Aux Folles
2 Gypsy
2 Angels in America
2 Shakespeare










One Flew Over the Cuckcoo'S Nest
Historic or 16th and 17th century settings








The Boys Next Door








Question number twenty-three attempts to discover how N.A.T. is
perceived in comparison to other theaters.
23. In comparison to other local theaters and arts organizations
in Northern Illinois, the quality of N .A.T. '
s productions are:
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Question twenty- four seeks to discover how
















In comparison to other local theaters and Arts organizations
in Northern Illinois, the quality of N .A.T. 's productions are
perceived as better quality. An overwhelming majority, 89.8%
perceive them as better, only 8.2% perceive them as the same, and
o respondents ranked them as lower.
24. In comparison to other local theaters and arts organizations
in Northern Illinois, N.A.T.'s prices are:
4.3 much higher
31.9 somewhat higher
55.1 about the same
8.7 slightly lower
o much lower
Over 1/2 of N.A.T.'s patrons perceive N.A.T. as having
comparable prices to other arts organizations, although we see from
question 23 that 89% perceive them to have higher quality. Only
36% perceive N .A.T. as having higher prices than other arts
organizations.
Question twenty-five is a screening question for question twenty-
six and twenty-seven.
25. Have you contributed money, time, services, or other resources





















Almost 60% of respondents do not make donations to N.A.T..
Questions twenty-six thru twenty-nine attempt to acquire
information on how the patrons donations were solicited, their
motivation behind donating, and if they perceived that their money
was being used to their satisfaction.
26. If you contributed, how was (were) your contribution (s)
solicited?
Other List:
F. Schaeffer Brown Memorial
Service Usher
We volunteered contributions in kind
Usher
The most effective way of soliciting donations is tied between
personal request and subscription renewal forms, both at 28.9%.
Direct mail and stage appeal are close behind at 24.4% and 22%
respectively. Brochures are the least effective solicitation
method at only 8.9%.
27. If you contributed, what is (are) your major reason(s) for
contributing to N.A.T.?
Rank Order:













The majority of the patrons donated either because of
commitment to N.A.T. (56.8%) or for commitment to the arts(38.6%).
Community service ranked third with 18.2%. Tax deductions and
memorials brought in very few donations with 6.8% and 4.5% each.












91.2% of the respondents perceive that their donations are
being used to their satisfaction, only 8.8 are either undecided or
disagree that their donations are being used satisfactorily. This
suggests that patrons feel very positively about how their
donations are being spent.
Number twenty-nine attempts to discover how effective stage appeals
are in getting donations.








A small percentage of patrons (6.1%) strongly agree that stage
appeals motivate them to give, 39.4% somewhat agree, and 56.4% are
undecided or disagree. This suggests that current stage appeals
are not very effective in soliciting donations.
Question number 30 is aimed at patrons who do not donate to N.A.T. .
It attempts to discover their motivations behind not giving.










I prefer to donate to charities other than the arts.
Other, please specify
I feel my donation would be too small to help.
I was never approached for a donation.
I do not make charitable donations at all.
I feel a donation would not be used to my satisfaction.
Other List:
(The following statements appear in the exact words of the
respondents.)
-I prefer to pay for ticket prices, feel that those should reflect
in cost of product
-money is tight
-cut back on donations
-not convenient at time approached
-student
-my reasons





-every theater needs 1 cannot donate to every theater so 1 pick
ones where 1 know staff members
-restricted income
-1 donate to many other causes, 1 usually limit my donations to the
arts to local associations or those associated with my profession
- not enough money for all our needs, donate heavily to church and
health charities
-husband not employed
-too many other charities
-we are stagecoach patrons and occasions out of town we don't feel
the need to attend others
-epileptic and try to donate to the research they do so someday 1
can drive again and have a seizure free life
-stopped attending because of parking
-money spent on season tickets supports the cause
-timing was wrong
The biggest motivation for not contributing is that patrons
donate to organizations other than the arts (37.7%). This is
followed by the 16.4% who feel that their donation would be too
small to help. Third was the 15% who were not approached for a
donation.
Question thirty-one attempts to find out how patrons perceive


















The largest percentage of patrons
about 1/5 strongly or somewhat agree,
strongly disagree. This suggests that




Questions thirty-two and thirty-three seek to find out how N.A.T.
patrons perceive the Board of Directors.
32. Are aware who is on N.A.T.'s Board of Directors?
35.6 yes
64.4 no
Well over half (64.4%) of respondents do not know who serves
on N.A.T.'s board of directors.










The vast majority of respondents (70.6%) do not know if the
Board of Directors is doing a good job. About 1/4 agree that it
is, and a very small percentage (3.5%) think that the board is




Number 34 is a screening question for number 35.
34. Will the retirement of Mr. J. R. Sullivan (founder and




no (please skip to question #34)
A very large majority will not be affected by Mr. Sullivan's
departure. Only 9.2 said that it would affect their attendance.
35. If you indicated that Mr. Sullivan's retirement may affect
your attendance at N.A.T. productions, how so?
25 I will attend more often.
75 I will attend less often.
o I won't attend at all.
Three- fourths of the 9.2% that will be affected by Mr.
Sullivan's departure will attend less often. One-fourth said that
they will attend more often, and no one said that they would not
attend at all. These numbers represent only a very small
percentage of total patronage.
Question number thirty-six is attempting to determine the most
effective way to get information to N.A.T. patrons.
36. I obtain information about N .A.T.
's productions through:


















-directly from J.R.S. or from theater personnel
-direct mailing
-long-term interest
-(2) season ticket mailings
-I call N.A.T





most effective way at 45%.
ad's at 28.3%. The rest of
of patrons.
is the most effective way of getting
(66.3%). Word of mouth was the second
The third most effective was newspaper
the methods were used by less than 20%
Question thirty-seven attempts to see
reminders were. Many respondents marked
this question was tabulated to allow more
how effective postcard
more than one answer, so
than one response.
37. I find it helpful when N. A. T sends a postcard reminder of








I have never received these postcards.
Almost half of patrons found these reminders useful. A
percentage never received these cards (28.9%), and only 16.7%
them to not be useful.
large
found
The following questions are attempting to build a demographic
profile of current N.A.T. patrons. We are attempting to identify
27
II
relative traits such as age, occupation, income, etc. in able to
better understand the customer that we are dealing with.
38. How far from N.A.T. do you live?





7.5 more than 25 miles
In totaling the first three categories, we find that 82.8% of







Two-thirds of the respondents were female. It must be taken
into account the majority of respondents were older and from
two person homes. This percentage may be because the wife is
the one who opens mail and takes care of correspondence.












Totaling the first two
categories, we see that 67.8% of




41 . What is your age?
2.2 under 18
12.1 18 - 35
44 36 - 50
23.1 51-65
18.7 over 65
Totaling the first two categories, we see that only 14.3%
of patrons are under the age of 36. Totaling the last three
categories we see that 85.8% of respondents are 36 years old
or older.











66.7% of patrons are either
of respondents are retired,
collar.
professional or managerial. 20.7%






is your annual household income?
less than $20, 000
20, 001 35, 000
35, 001 50, 000




The majority of N.A.T. patrons are affluent.
(56.10%) of the patrons make over 50,000 a year.
Over hal f
44. Which of the following reflects the ethnic/racial composition







The vast majority of N.A.T. patrons are white.
The last two questions were open ended questions. We are
attempting to find out which radio stations people most often read,
as well as which newspapers they most often read.
45. To which radio station(s} do you listen to most often? Please
list.
























































































The radio stations listed the most frequently were WROK (41
people), WNIU (38 people), WZOK (33 people), WGN (30 people), WNIJ
18 people), WXRX (14 people), and WKMB (14 people).




































Rockford Register Republic 1
DeKalb County Weekly 1
Belvedere Daily Reporter 1
Belvedere Daily Republican 1
Byron Temp 1
Christian Science Monitor 1
The newspapers most frequently mentioned were the Rockford Star
(184 people), the Chicago Tribune (55 people), the Wall Street
Journal (18 people), and the USA Today (8 people) .
New American Theater Questionnaire
Non-Patron Survey
Question number one seeks to determine which types of entertainment
respondents are interested in.
1. Which of the following types of entertainment interest you?
Please mark all that apply.
92.2 watching television
84.4 listening to radio or stereo
41.1 attending concerts
51.1 attending theater (plays)
42.2 attending theater (musicals)
67.8 movies
51.7 attending sports events
19.1 going to bars
15.7 gambling and bingo













watching television (92.2%). Listening to the radio is the second
most popular at 84.4%. These may not be relevant to N.A.T.
programming, but should be kept in mind when choosing advertising
medium. The third highest ranking is concerts. This may provide
N.A.T. with a method of drawing in more people. Attending plays was
fourth with a little over half, and musicals was 42.2%.
Question number two is a screening question. It makes sure that we
get only relevant information by directing non-theater patrons to





attend live theater productions (plays,
yes (please continue)
no (please skip to question #18)
musicals, etc.}?
A large percentage of the respondents attend live theater
productions. They will continue on to fill out the rest of the
survey.
Question number three asks respondents to rate certain aspects of
live theater productions. This question uses a 5 point semantic
differential scale in order to determine which characteristics are
most important to respondents.
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1 2 3 4 5 4+5
Quality of 5.6 0 18.5 37 38.9 75.9
productions
Variety of 1.9 7.4 31.5 31.5 25.9 57.4
productions
Ticket Price 1.8 17.9 35.7 23.2 21.4 44.6
Location of 5.5 16.4 32.7 29.1 14.5 43.6
theater
Location of 0 14.8 33.3 37 13 50
seats
Parking 9.1 21. 8 30.9 21. 8 14.5 36.3
Handicapped 56.9 15.7 11. 8 5.9 7.8 13.7
accessibility




Ticket 4.0 18.0 46.0 24.0 6.0 30.0
availability
Ease of 7.4 7.4 42.6 33.3 7.4 40.7
purchase--
Tickets
Cleanliness 0 5.6 38.9 35.2 18.5 53.7
availability 63.3 6.1 8.2 10.2 8.2 18.4
of child-care
3. When you attend live theater productions, how important areof
each of these to YOU? Please apply the following scale: 5
Extremely Important, 4 = Very Important, 3 Important, 2
Somewhat Important, and 1 = Not Important at all.
Quality of production is the most important aspect of theater.
Over 3/4 rated it either extremely or very important. Variety of
productions rates second with 57.4% of the respondents rating it
extremely or very important and cleanliness is the third most
important characteristic with 53.7%, over half, of the respondents,
rating it extremely or very important. The fourth highest rated
aspect is seat location, with exactly half of the respondents
rating it extremely or very important in question #3.
The least important factors were special services for the
handicapped and/or elderly, with 77.6% rating it not or somewhat
important, handicapped accessibility, with 72.6% rating it not or
somewhat important, and availability of child-care, with 69.4%
rating it not or somewhat important.
These percentages tell us that quality, variety and cleanliness
should be emphasized when trying to increase patronage. We can also
see that handicapped accessibility, special services and child-care
are not important to theater goer's.
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Question number four attempts to discover which programs patrons
may be interested in. This will help N.A.T. in deciding which new
programs may best please future patrons.
4. When you attend theater productions, availability of which of














subscription package such as "pick four plays"
performances for senior citizens
performances for children
performances for singles






Special Services for the Hearing Impaired
Group Reduced Rates
Lecture Plays
Performances for Adults Only, I don't have
nicer if those who do didn't bring them so
performances.
young kids but it'd be
I may enjoy the
A large majority of respondents (2/3) would be interested in
play/package deals. Only a little under 1/3 would be interested in
subscription packages, a little over 1/4 would be interested in
performances for senior citizens, and 1/5 would be interested in
performances for children. Even though these are not large
percentages, performances for children and senior citizens may fill
in empty seats during off hours such as daytime performances.
Question number five finds out what restaurants people would be
interested in going to with a play/package deal.
5. If you indicated interest in a restaurant/package deal in question
#4, please answer the following i otherwise please skip to
question #6.
If a restaurant/play package were available, I would be
























The most popular restaurant is tie between Ross's and the
Bakery, both at 40.6%. Jungle Jim's is a close second with 37.5%.
This is followed with The Metropolitan at 34.4%. The Olympic and
The Capri are in last place with 28.1 and 21.9% respectively.
Question six seeks to discover how many of the respondents have
ever attended New American Theater. It also screens respondents for
number seven asking how recently they have been there.
6. Have you ever attended the New American Theater (N.A.T. )?
48.3 yes (please continue)
51.7 no (please skip to question #9)
A little under half of the respondents have attended N.A.T.




you attended New American Theater (N.A.T.)
year?
54.5 yes (please continue)
45.5 no (please skip to question #9)
within the
A little over half of the 48.3% of respondents that have been
to N.A.T., have been there recently--within the past year.
Question number eight attempts to discover how many times patrons
that have been to N.A.T. within the past year (45.5% of the 48.3%),
have attended.
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9. Do you attend local theaters other than N.A.T.?
60.7 yes (please continue)
37.5 no
8. How many times have you attended the N.A.T. within the last
year?
40 once
25 2 or 3 times
20 4 or 5 times
10 6 times or more
Over half of the respondents have been to N.A.T. less than 3
times (65%), with the majority only attending once. Only 30% have
been to N.A.T. more than 4 times within the past year.
Questions number 9, and la, find out if the respondents go to other
theaters. It specifically asks them which types of theaters they go
to--Iocal or non-local. Question 9 screens respondents for number
10. These patrons that do attend other theaters would be good
targets for N.A.T.
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A little over 3/5 of the respondents attend performances at
other theaters.




A little over 3/5 of the respondents go to theaters outside
Rockford and Dekalb.
Question eleven seeks to discover what services N.A.T. could offer
to improve.
11. Which of the following special services would be of
assistance to YOU while attending theater productions? Please mark
all that apply.
42.1 other, please specify
31.6 child-care
26.3 special near-stage seating for the visually impaired
10.5 special assistance to handicapped patrons
OTHER:
Special near stage seating for the partially blind and hearing
impaired individuals. - 5
Near Front Seating
Senior Citizen Help
-Services for children so they don't disturb me during the
performance.
-Other language plays for the foreign people





the responses achieved a high percentage. The highest
service was child-care at a little under a third. Special
would be of assistance to about 1/4 or the respondents, and
assistance would only be of use to 1/10 of the respondents.
Questions twelve and thirteen attempt to find out audience
perceptions of N.A.T.'s prices.
12. Single performance prices at the N.A.T. range from $17 to $20,
with an average ticket price of $18.50 I consider this price:
63.8 about what I expect.
5.2 less than I expect.
31 more than I expect.
The majority of the respondents (63.8%) ,perceive N.A.T. prices to
be about what they expect. About 1/3 of the respondents perceive
N.A.T prices to be above what they expect. This could be a problem
in getting more people to attend N.A.T. performances.
13. N.A.T. season subscription rates range from $75 to $95 for six
shows (depending on performance day and time). I consider these
prices:
70.9 about what I expect.
1.8 less than I expect.
27.3 more than I expect.
A large percentage perceives N.A.T.'s subscription prices to be
about what they expect. The subscription prices are perceived to be
closer to expectations by about 7% more than the regular ticket
prices. There are still close to 30% of respondents who perceive
the price to be more than they would expect.
Question fourteen, fifteen, and sixteen attempt to discover if
respondants would like to see new works if N.A.T. were to offer
them, as well as how much they would be willing to pay over the
regular ticket price to see them.
14. Are you interested in seeing new works (recent plays)?
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16. If you are willing to pay a premium to see new works, what is
the MOST you would pay per ticket?
26.3 $20 (off-time) to $23 (premium-time) range (up to $3
over regular prices)
52.6 $22 (off-time) to $25 (premium-time) range ($3 up to
$5 over regular prices) .
10.5 $24 (off-time) to $27 (premium-time) range ($5 up to
$7 over regular prices) .
5.3 $26 (off-time) to $29 (premium-time) range ($7 up to
$9 over regular prices) .
81
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75.9 yes (please continue)
24.1 no (please skip to question #17)
Over three-fourths of the respondents would like to see new
works at N.A.T.
15. Would you pay more than the regular ticket price to see new
theater works?
30.2 yes (please continue)
69.8 no (please skip to question #17)
This question screens respondents for number 16.
The largest percentage of respondents (52.6) would be willing
to pay up to $5 over the regular price. A very small percentage
(5.3%), would pay over $7.
Question seventeen seeks to find out if respondents want to see
popular productions.
17. Are you interested in seeing popular productions such as "Guys
& Dolls" or "Phantom of the Opera"?
80.4 yes (please continue)
19.6 no (please skip to question #20)
An overwhelming majority of patrons would like to see new
works. Only 19.6% would not be interested in recent plays.
Question eighteen seeks to discover how much over regular ticket
price a patron will pay to see a popular production.
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21.4 $20 (off-time) to $23 (premium-time) range (up to $3
over regular prices)
39.3 $22 (off-time) to $25 (premium-time) range ($3 up to $5
over regular prices) .
25 $24 (off-time) to $27 (premium-time) range ($5 up to $7
over regular prices) .
14.3 $26 (off-time) to $29 (premium-time) range ($7 up to $9
over regular prices) .
III
III





no (please skip to question #20)
A little over half of the respondents would pay over the
regular ticket price to see popular productions.
Question nine-teen attempts to discover how much more money a
respondent would be willing to pay.
19. If you are willing to pay a premium to see popular
productions, what is the MOST you would pay per ticket?
The largest number of respondents would be willing to pay up
to $5 over regular ticket price. Only 14.5% would be willing to
pay over $7 over regular price.
Question twenty attempts to find out if the respondents donate to
the arts. It is a screening question for the next two questions.
20. Have you contributed money, time, services, or other resources
to an arts organization within the last year?
17.2 yes (please continue)
82.8 no (please skip to question #23)
Questions twenty one thru tewnty three attempt to acquire
information on how the patrons donations were solicited, their
motivation behind donating, and if they perceived that their money
was being used to their satisfaction.
21. If you contributed, how was
solicited?



















As Memorials, or Fund-raisers
I am a artist and musician
The majority of patrons had their donations solicited through
subscription renewal forms (52.9%), or personal request (41.2%).
The least popular response was brochures (17.6%).
22. If you contributed, what is (are) your major reason(s) for
contributing to an arts organization?
Rank Order:
64.7 commitment to the arts
47.1 community service
23.5 memorial (in memory of ...)
23.5 commitment to N.A.T.
5.9 other, please specify
5.9 tax deduction
OTHER: children
The most popular reasons for contributing were commitment to
the arts (64.7%), and community service (47.1%). Contributing for a
tax deduction was last with 5.9%.
Question number twenty three attempts to discover patrons
motivations behind not donating to the arts.
23. If you did not contribute to an arts organization, what
are your reasons for not contributing?
39.4 I prefer to donate to charities other than the
arts.
I was never approached for a donation
Other, please specify.
I do not make charitable donations at all
I feel a donation would not be used to my
satisfaction.













Retired and on a fixed income -2
Serve on to many other boards which are not related to the arts. I
feel arts are important though.
I donate to the AIDS research instead of other organizations
Do not like amateur theater
Forgot this year but I have in the past
Students in College
The most popular reason for donating was that respondents
donate to charities other than the arts (34.9%). A close second was
people who have never been approached (31%). This suggests that
N.A.T. should be more aggressive in soliciting donations
Question twenty four seeks to find the most effective way of
reaching non-patrons.
24. I obtain information about theater productions through:
(Please mark all that apply.)
72.6 newspaper ad's






4.8 other, please specify
Most non-patrons obtain information through newspaper ad's
(72.6%). This is a very effective method of disseminating
information. The second highest category is word of mouth with
51.2%. Radio is third with 48.8%, and television and newspaper
articles are tied for fourth with 42.9%.
Question twenty-five seeks to find out how helpful post-card
reminders would be to non-patrons.
25. I find it helpful when theaters send a postcard reminder of




59.5 I have never received these postcards.
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The following questions are attempting to build a demographic
profile of respondents. We are attempting to identify relative
traits such as age, occupation, income, etc. in able to better
understand the customer that we are dealing with.






more than 25 miles







By adding the first three categories we see that 60.3 percent
of respondents live within 15 miles of Rockford.
25. What is your sex?
51.1 male
48.9 female













The majority of respondents corne from 1 or two person households
(67%)
.
27. What is your age?
o under 18
29.5 18 35
28.4 36 - 50
22.7 51 - 65
19.3 over 65
The respondents were allover 18, with the largest category being
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18-35 year old. Over half of the respondants (51.1%) are between
36-65 years old










The majority of the respondents were white collar workers. Over
half were professional or managerial, and the second largest











A little over 1/2 (52.4%) of the respondents made less than
$35,000.
30. Which of the following reflects the ethnic/racial composition












The vast majority of respondents were white.















































































32. Which newspaper(s) do you read regularly? Please list.
ROCKFORD REGISTER STAR -47






WALL STREET JOURNAL 4
SYCAMORE NEWS 1
U.S.A. TODAY 1
OLD COUNTRY NEWSPAPER 1





NEW YORK TIMES 1
The first objective of the survey was to determine the current
j
audience perceptions of N.A.T.'s offerings, services, pricing,
advertising and fund-raising. This objective was accomplished with
the N.A.T. patron survey. The following is a discussion of the
information found as well as recommendations.
N.A.T. offerings and services were found to be above average
overall. Over half of the respondents rated N.A.T. above average or
excellent on all aspects.
N.A.T. got its highest rating on its quality of productions;
86.2% of respondents rated N.A.T. excellent or above average.
Quality of productions was the aspect that was most important to
90.9% of the respondents. N.A.T.'s second highest rating was on
cleanliness. This is important, as 54.1% of respondents rated this
extremely or very important. Location of seats was the fourth
highest rating with 75.3% rating it excellent or very good. This
variable was very or extremely important to 29.7% of the
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respondents.
Variety of productions was rated excellent or very good by
69.4% , ease of ticket purchase was rated extremely or very good by
65.5%, and ticket availability was rated excellent or very good by
65% of respondents.
N.A.T.'s lowest rating services still received excellent or
very good ratings from over half of the respondents. These
services were handicapped accessibility (57.5%), location of
theater (55.8%), ticket price (50%), and special services for the
elderly and/or handicapped (50%). Ticket price was extremely or
very important to 40.20% of respondents, location was important to
27.9% of the respondents, but special services and handicapped
accessibility were only important to 4.9% and 6% respectively.
N.A.T.'s lowest ratings were on availability of child-care
with 80% rating them poor or fair, and special services for the
elderly or handicapped with 18.7% or about 1/5 rating them fair or
poor. Availability of child-care and special services for the
elderly and/or handicapped were considered two of the least
important variables to patrons. Child-care was not important to
92.5% of patrons and special services were not important to 74.7%
of patrons.
N.A.T. is perceived as providing good service by the majority
of respondents. Its lowest ratings are on variables that are not
important to a majority of its patrons.
When compared with other local theaters and arts
organizations, N. A. T. is perceived as superior. When asked to make
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this comparison, 56.5% found N.A.T. superior, 35.3% found them to
be somewhat better, 8.2% found them to be about the same, and no
respondents rated them lower. Overall, N .A. T. 's offerings and
services are perceived as superior.
The patrons were also questioned as to their perceptions of
N.A.T.'s pricing. Single performance pricing was perceived to be
about what they expect by 80.9% of the patrons. Season
subscription prices were perceived to be about what they expected
by 75.3%, while they were more than 19.1% of patrons expected.
Single ticket prices seem to be right on track with
expectations. Season tickets are perceived as more than they would
expect by 1/5 of the respondents. This may prove to affect
subscription sales.
When compared with other local theaters, 36 .2% perceived
N.A.T.'s prices to be higher, 55.1% perceived them to be about the
same, and 8.7% perceived them to be slightly lower. No respondent
found the prices to be much lower.
Over half of the respondents perceived N.A.T.'s prices to be
the same or lower than other local theaters and arts organizations.
Although the majority perceived the prices to be the same, 89%
perceived quality to be higher. This makes N.A.T. a better value
to the patron.
i N.A.T.'s methods of advertising vary in their effectiveness.
The most effective way N.A.T. has of getting information to its
patrons is its newsletter (66.3% of patrons get information through
it). The second largest percentage of respondents (45.7%) obtain
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Advertising through press releases, over the radio, and on
information from word of mouth. This is followed with 28.8% that
get information from newspaper ad's, 22.8% that get information
from television, 16.3% that get information from the radio, and
9.8% that get information from press releases.
television are not effective in getting messages to current
patrons--they are used by less than 1/4 of all patrons.. They are
more effective at getting information to potential customers, as
well as getting name recognition for the theater.
N .A. T' s postcard reminders of performances are perceived to be
helpful to those that receive them. Only 16.7% say that they are
with stations it would be effective to advertise on. The most
not helpful. Over 1/4 of patrons have never received these
postcards. These postcards should be sent out to more patrons.
Question number forty-five asks which radio stations
respondents listen to. This was done in order to provide N.A.T.
popular stations were WROK (41 people), WNIU (38 people), WZOK (33
people), WGN (30 people), and WNIJ (18 people) .
Question fourty-six asks respondents to list the newspapers
they most frequently read. This again was done to find out which
newspapers it would be most effective to advertise in. The
overwhelming majority read the Rockford Register Star (184 people) ,
this is followed by the Chicago Tribune (55 people), and The Wall
J
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Street Journal (18 people). The only one that I would recommend
advertising in is the Rockford Register Star. The majority of
N .A.T. 's audience base lives within 15 miles. The expense of
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Under half, 36.8%, of N.A.T.'s patrons make donations to the
advertising in The Tribune would far outweigh the benefits.
theater. The main reasons that they donate are commitment to the
arts (38.6%), commitment to N.A.T. (36.8%), and community service
(18.2%). Commitment to the arts and commitment to N.A.T. should be
stressed in solicitation literature and appeals. These seem to
provide a large motivation to give.
When N.A.T. solicits donations, the most effective methods of
solicitation are personal request and subscription renewal forms
(25% each). Contributions were only solicited by direct mail from
24.4% of patrons, by stage appeal by 22.2% of patrons, and by
patrons to contribute to N.A.T. Only 6.1% of patrons strongly
brochure by 8.9% of patrons. N.A.T should examine its brochures
and determine how to make them more effective; they only account
for 8.9% of solicitations--this percentage could be improved.
Stage appeals were only partially successful at motivating
agreed that stage appeals motivated them to give, and only 32.4%,
under 1/3, somewhat agreed that they motivated them to give.
The factors that patrons gave for not donating were that they
gave to other charities (37.7%), that they felt that their donation
would be too small to help (16.4%), that they were never approached
(15%), that they do not make charitable donations (3.3%), and that
they dOinot feel that a charitable donation would be used to their
satisfaction (1.7%). N.A.T. can stress that no donations are too
small, as well as better canvas patrons for donations.
When asked if their donations were being used to their
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satisfaction, the vast majority agreed. Only 2.9% somewhat
disagreed, and no respondent strongly disagreed. The majority of
N.A.T. patrons approve of how their donations are being spent.
The majority of N.A.T. patrons do not think that N.A.T.
solicits too often. Only 2.3% strongly agree that they do, and
only 17% somewhat agree that they do. The majority (47.7%) is
undecided, 25% somewhat disagree, and 6.8% strongly disagree that





18.2% and child-care would be helpful to 9.1%. These services
Objective two is to determine if and where N.A.T. is failing
to meet any audience needs and wants. This objective is
accomplished through analysis of the first survey. The following
is a discussion of the findings.
When asked which special services would be of service to them,
none of the responses got a high percentage response. Near-stage
seating for the visually impaired would be helpful to 12%, special
services for the elderly and/or handicapped would be helpful to
scored very low on importance in question 3 which asked them to
rate variables in importance. Although a community service, most
question eleven. Parking was also listed as a concern under the
of these services would only help a small percentage of patrons,
and would not increase attendance by a large amount if emphasis was
put on them.
Under 1/4 of all patrons realize that N.A.T. offers audio-
link. There were several mentions of patrons wanting hearing
impaired services under "other" responses. This means that N.A.T.
has a service that people need but don't know N.A.T. offers. This
needs to be better publicized.
One area in which N.A.T. seems to be failing its patrons is
parking. N.A.T. rated its third lowest score in this category in
"other; please mark all that apply" response to several questions.
I
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N.A.T. needs to examine its parking situation and determine if it
can be improved in any way.
N.A.T. could better serve its patrons by offering more new
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3 La Cage Aux FolIes
2 Gypsy
2 Angels in America
2 Shakespeare
works and popular productions. A large majority, 88.4% would like
to see new works. Of these patrons, 51.9% would pay more to see
recent plays.
A majority of 84.3% of patrons would like to see popular
productions. Of this 84.3%, 80.5% would pay more than the regular
ticket price to see these productions. This is over 4/5 of the
audience base.
When asked which plays they would like to see come to N.A.T.
the most popular responses were:
12 Joseph & the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat





When asked which special programs would be of interest to
them, the largest response rates were for subscription packages
(66.~%), and for restaurant/play package deals (52.9%). The two
restaurants that were rated highest were The Metropolitan with
58.9% of respondents expressing interest, and Jungle Jim's, with
53.6% expressing interest.
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to get these patrons to come more frequently. Therefore the
There are 40.3% of N.A.T. patrons have been to N.A.T. three
times or less in the past year. Subscription packages may be a way
packages should be more aggressively promoted.
Performances for senior citizens interested 25.% of the
patrons. This is only 1/4 of the total patronage, but it may be
profitable to offer these performances during off hours such as
afternoons.
Finally, 40.7% of patrons have attended N.A.T. with a group.
Of this 40.7%, 39% of these have attended 2 or three times, 9.8%
have attended 4 or 5 times, and 14.6% have attended 6 times or
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more. This is two thirds of the patrons who have attended with a
group. If emphasis were placed on promoting group trips,
especially for the older patrons, it may better please patrons, as
well as increase attendance.
The third objective is to determine what market segments N .A.T
should target with its offering. This is achieved by analyzing the
third survey--the non-patron survey.
When question two (Do you attend live theater performances?)
is cross tabulated with age / income / occupation / distance from
theater / number of persons in household/ and sex/ we get a
demographic profile of the non-N.A.T. patron who does go to the
theater.
Percent that do go to the theater
Distance from theater





more than 25 miles 21.2
We see the largest percentage of the respondents that attend
theater came from over 25 miles away from the theater. The second
highest group came from within 5 miles/ the third within 10 miles
and the fourth within 15 miles. A total of forty percent of the
patrons that attend theater live within 15 miles of Rockford. This





Approximately 9.30% more females go to the theater.
This may be biased by the female filling out the form that






5 or more 8.1
People from two person homes are the largest category
of theater goer's (22.15). One and two person homes make up
41.9% of the theater goer's. This means that one and two

















The largest category of respondents that go to the theater
are 18-35 years old. The second largest category is 36-50 year
old. Together the two categories compromise 39.4% of respondents.
The largest occupational groupings are professionals and
I




less than $20,000 12.2
20,001 35,000 19.5
35,001 50,000 13.4
50,001 and over 22
.
.
The largest income category is the 20,001 to 50,001
category, with just under 20%. The second two largest categories
are above $50,000 and $35,000 to $50,000 .When these two are
added together, we get a combined total of 35.4%.
The demographic profile we come up with indicates
respondents live with in 15 miles or over 25 miles away. This
suggests that N.A.T. gets a large draw from local areas as well
as cities like Dekalb. This is supported by the large percentage
of educational (14.8%) workers we find under occupation. N.A.T.
may want to put a higher emphasis in promoting itself among the
many college campuses in Rockford, Dekalb, and surrounding areas.
Most of the theater going respondents are white collar. We see a
high percentage of professionals (30.9%) and educational workers
(14.8%). This effects the image N.A.T. must portray when
positioning itself to this target segment.
The largest percentage of respondants come from one or two person
households. This implies that they probably either live alone or
are married with no children.
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The largest percentage of respondents that go to the theater
also make over 50,000+ a year. With 35.4% making over $30,000, and
54.6% of respondents making over $20,000 a year. We see that the
largest category of respondents are medium income to well-off.
The most important characteristic of the theater to non-
patrons are quality of production (79.5%), variety of productions
(57.4%) and cleanliness. N .A.T. should be sure that these are
emphasized when promoting N.A.T. to this segment.
The special programs that non-patrons would like most are :
restaurant/play package deal (60.0%), a season subscription package
(30.4%), and performances for senior citizens (28.2%). When
choosing restaurants for the play/package deal, the most popular
restaurants were Ross's, The Bakery (40.6%), and Jungle Jim's
(37.5%).
Almost half, (48.3%) of the respondents have attended N.A.T.,
with sixty-five percent of them attending less than three times.
Over half (60.7%) of respondents attend other local theaters and
60.3% attend other non-local theaters not in DeKalb or Rockford.
Only a fraction (17.2%) of respondents have contributed to an
arts organization in the past years. Of those who did, the largest
percentage had their donation solicited through a subscription
renewal form (52.9%). Personal request was the second highest
percentage with 41.2%. Brochures were the least effective with
only a 17.6%. The main reason respondents contributed was for
commitment to the arts and community service.
When the 82,7% who do not donate were asked why they do not,
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the top two answers were: I prefer to donate to charities other
than the arts (39.4%), and I was never approached for a donation
(31.0%) .
The preceding statistics on charitable contributions indicate
that brochures are inefficient in the solicitation of donations.
The statistics also suggest that when asking for donations,
commitment to the arts and community service should be emphasized.
Finally, N.A.T. should expand its solicitation efforts. A large
percentage of respondents have never been approached to donate to
the arts.
The special services that would best please non-patrons are
child-care (31.6%), and special seating for the visually impaired
(26.3%).
Non patrons are very interested in seeing new works (75.9%)
and popular productions (80.4%). Fifty-six percent would be willing
to pay up to $5 over regular ticket price for new works, and sixty
percent would be willing to pay up to $5 over regular ticket price
to see popular productions.
The most effective way to tray to reach non-patrons is by
Newspaper (72.6%). As listed in question number thirty-two, the
most popular newspapers are the Rockford Register Star (47 people) ,
The Dekalb Daily Chronicle (16) and The Chicago Tribune (16). The
Rockford and Dekalb papers would be the best. Advertising in the
Tribune would not be cost effective. Word of mouth was the
second highest percentage (48.8%) ,and radio stations were the third
at 48%. The highest ranking radio station (from question 31) are
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WROK (18 people), WGN (15 people), and WZOK (12 people) .
Finally, when asked if postcard reminders would be helpful,
said yes 5.2% said no, and 59.5% were undecided.
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The majority of patrons are 36 years old or older
The majority of patrons are professionals
The majority of Patrons are affluent
The vast majority of patrons are white
summary:
The demographic profile of your current patrons is as follows:
The majority of patrons live within 15 miles of N.A.T.
The majority of N.A.T. patrons come from 1 or two person
households
The demographic profile of the typical patron is an affluent
professional. The patron comes from a one or two person home, and
lives close to the theater. The patron are older and white.
64
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The demographic profile of the non-patrons that attend the theater
(taken from the cross tabulations), is as follows:
The majority of the respondents live either within 15 miles or
over twenty-five miles from the theater
The majority of the respondents come from one or two person
households
The majority of the respondents are 18-35 years old
The majority of the respondents are either professionals or in
the educational field
The majority of the respondents make $20,001-$50,000 a year
The vast majority of respondents are white
The demographic profile of typical non-patrons that goes to
the theater is a professional or educational worker that makes a
comfortable income. The non-patron lives close to the theater or
in a neighboring city such as DeKalb.The patron come from one or
two person household, and is between 18 and thirty-five years old.
In comparing patrons and non-patrons we see that non-patrons
make less money, are younger, and half of them live farther from























































































































Patrons perceptions of N.A.T.
1. N.A.T. patrons are satisfied with the theater.
Over half of the respondents rated N.A.T. excellent of
above average on all aspects.
2. The aspects that patrons rated highest were quality of
productions, cleanliness and location of seats.
3. Patrons were least satisfied with availability of child-
care and special services for the elderly and/or
handicapped. These are not causes for alarm; patrons
consider these two factors the least important factors
when choosing a theater.
4. Patrons perceive N.A.T. 's prices to be about what they
expect, with season ticket prices scoring slightly lower
than single ticket prices.
About 1/2 of the patrons perceived N.A.T. 's prices
to be about the same as other local theaters and
arts organizations, while a little under a half
considered them to be higher.
5. Although the prices are considered to be about the same,




N.A.T.'s most effective methods of advertising are:
1. The Newsletter
over 2/3 of patrons get information through it
2. Word of Mouth
45% get information through it
3. postcard reminders
these are helpful to the vast majority of patrons that
receive them.
Advertising through press releases, over the radio, and
through brochures is not effective in getting information to
patrons; less than 1/4 of patrons use each these medium to get
information.
N.A.T. Patron's donations
-The majority of patrons felt that their donations were being used
to their satisfaction.
-The most effective ways that N.A.T. solicits donations are:
1. Personal request
2. Subscription renewal forms
Direct mail, stage appeal, and brochures were effective with
less than 1/4 of patrons. Fifteen percent of patrons were never
approached for a donation.
_ The majority of N.A.T. Patrons do not think that N.A.T. solicits
too often.
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Audience needs and wants
1. When asked what special services would be of use to them,
none of the special services received a high
percentage positive response
linEnder 1/4 of all patrons knew that N.A.T. offered audio-
3. N.A.T. scored low, and received several complaints about
parking.
4. The vast majority of patrons wanted to see new works and
popular productions.
5. When asked about special programs the following received
the highest positive response rate:
a. subscription packages (66.2%)
b. restaurant/play packages (52.9%)
c. performances for senior citizens (25.8%)
6. For package deals, the most popular restaurants were the
Metropolitan (52.9%), and Jungle Jim's (53.6%).
Target market:
The largest percentage of non-patrons that go to the theater
are younger (18-35 years old), either professionals of educational
workers, and either live in Rockford or neighboring cities. They
are middle class and mostly white. If N.A.T. chooses to target this
segment, considering area colleges may be beneficial. Teachers and
students both fit the demographic profile.
The methods of advertising to this segment will be different
than advertising to current patrons. The most efficient way to
reach this target segment is through newspaper; over 72% of the
respondents get their theater information through this medium.
Word of mouth is the second most efficient way to reach non-
patrons, and radio is third. postcard reminders would be helpful to
15.2%, and 59.5% are undecided if they would be helpful or not.
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The most important aspects of the theater to this group are
quality of productions, variety of productions, and cleanliness.
The special programs that non-patrons would most like to see are:
1. restaurant/play package deal (60%)
2. season subscription package (30.4%)
3. performances for senior citizen (28.2%)
The restaurants that they are most interested in for a play/package
deal are Ross's, the Bakery, and Jungle Jim's.
Non-patrons are interested in seeing new works and popular
productions, and over half would be willing to pay a higher ticket
price to see these.
Charitable donations from non-patrons
Only a small percentage (17.2%)of non-patrons have donated to
an arts organization over the past year. Of those who did the
largest percentage had their donations solicited through a
subscription renewal form. Personal request was the second highest
percentage, and Brochures were the least effective. Thirty-one
percent of respondents were never approached for a donation.
Tele-marketing would be an efficient way to solicit donations from
both patrons and non-patrons.
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Summary of Recommendations:
1 N.A.T. needs to evaluate its parking. This variable was
scored low by patrons, and mentioned as a problem in several
questions under the "other, please specify" choice.
2. N.A.T. needs to evaluate its brochures. They scored low in
both advertising and solicitation of donations. N.A.T. needs
to either improve effectiveness or eliminate the brochures.
3. The most effective radio stations for N.A.T. to advertise on
are WROK, WNIU, WZOK, WGN, and WNIJ.
4. The most effective newspapers for N.A.T. to advertise in are
"The Rockford Register star", and the "DeKalb Daily
Chronicle".
5. The newspaper and radio are most effective in advertising to
new patrons. Advertising copy for these mediums should be
aimed toward the new patron group.
6 . N .A. T. needs to increase its coverage of postcard reminders to
current patrons. The vast majority of patrons say that they
are helpful, but over 1/4 have never received them.
7. N.A.T. should offer more New Works and popular Productions.
The majority of both patrons and non-patrons would like to see
these productions.
8. N.A.T. should offer restaurant/play packages. The majority of
both patrons and non-patrons would be interested in these
programs. The Metropolitan and Jungle Jim's ranked high with
both groups.
9. Both patrons and non-patrons expressed interest in
subscription packages. Since 40.3% of patrons have been to
N.A.T. less than three times in the past year, subscription
packages may be a way to increase attendance as well as get
new patrons. Subscription packages should be more aggressively
promoted.
10. Twenty-five percent of patrons and twenty-eight percent of
non-patrons would be interested in performances for senior
citizens. This may be a way to increase attendance during
afternoon hours.
11. Group trips to N.A.T. should be promoted. Almost forty-one
percent of patrons have attended N.A.T. with a group. This is
almost two-thirds of the patrons. This may be an effective
way of increasing patronage as well as providing better
service to older patrons.
7S
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12. N.A.T. needs to make its stage appeals more effective, or
discontinue using them. Only 6.1% strongly agreed that stage
appeals motivated them to give.
13. When soliciting donations N. A. T. needs to put emphasis on
stressing Dedication to the Arts, and dedication to N.A.Ti
these two factors rated top as reasons both patrons and non-
patrons donated. N.A.T. also needs to stress that no donation
is too small.
14. N.A.T. needs to more effectively solicit donations. Personal
request rated high for both patrons and non-patrons. They need
to better canvas the population. Tele-marketing would be an
effective way of requesting donations. Tele-marketing may also
be effective in ticket sales.
New American Theater Questionnaire
Patron Survey
ctions: Please answer the followingto the best of your ability. Weare only interested in your perceptions; we
not testing your knowledge. For purposes of this study, there are no right or wrong answers. Your cooperation
help us better serve theater patrons in your community. Thank you in advance for your patient participation.
.'
Which of 1he following types of entertainment interest you?
_ watching television
_ listening to radio or stereo
_ attending concerts
_ attending 1heater (plays)
attending 1heater (musicals)
_ o1her, please specify:





. Do you attend live 1heater productions (plays, musicals, etc.)?
_ yes(pleasecontinue) _ no(pleaseskipto question#25)
3. When you attend live 1heater productions, how important are of each of 1hese to YOU? Please apply the following scale:
5 = ExtremelyImportant, 4 = Very Important, 3 = Important, 2 = SomewhatImportant, and 1 = Not Important
_ quality of productions _ handicapped-accessibility
_ varietyofproductions _ special services for elderly/and or handicapped
_ ticket price _ ticket availability
_ location of theater _ ease of purchasing tickets
location of seats cleanliness of theater
_ parking _ availability of child-care
4. When you attend theater productions, availability of which of these special programs would be of interest to .YQ!l?
Please mark all that apply.
_ season subscription package
_ restaurant/play package deal
_ availability of child care services
_ performances for children
_ other, please specify:
_ performances for singles
_ performances for minorities
_ teen night performances
_ performances for senior citizens
S. If you indicated interest in a restaurant/package deal in question #4, please answer the following; otherwise please
skip to question #6.
If a restaurant/play package were available, I would be interested in the following restaurants:
_ The Bakery _ Ross's
_ The Olympic _ Jungle Jim's .
_ The Metropolitan _ Other, please specify:
,.--
The Capri
6. Have you ever attended the New American Theater (N.A.T.)?
_ yes (please continue) _no (please skip to question #12)
7. Have you attended New American Theater (N.A.T.) within the last year?
_ yes (pleasecontinue) _ no (pleaseskipto question#9)
8. Howmany times have you attended the N.A.T. within the last year?
_ once_ 2or3times_ 4or5times 6timesormore
9. Have you ever attended the New American Theater with a group?
_ yes (please continue) _no (please skip to question #11)
. How many times have you attended the N.A. T. with a group?
once 2 or 3 times _ 4 or 5 times _ 6 times or more
RateN.A.T. on each of the following characteristics. Please appfy the following scale:
Good,3 = Good, 2 = Fair, and I = Poor.
_ qualityof productions





5 = Excellent, 4 = Very
_ handicapped-accessibility
_ special services for elderly/and or handicapped
_ ticket availability
_ ease of purchasing tickets
cleanliness of theater
_ availability of child-care
. Prior to receiving this questionnaire, were you aware that N.A.T. provides an Audio-link service for hearing-impaired
~rwns? _yes 00
If offered by N.A. T., which of the following special services would be of assistance to YOU while attending theater
productions? Please mark all that apply.
_ special near-stage seating for the visually impaired
_ special assistance to handicapped patrons (in wheel chairs, on crutches ...)
child care services
_ other, please specify
Single~rformance prices at the N.A.T. range from $17 to $20, I consider this price:
_ about what I expect. _ less than I expect. _ more than I expect.
N.A.T. season subscription rates range from $85 to $105 for six shows (depending on performance day and time). I
consider these prices: _ aboutwhatI expect. _ lessthanI expect. _ morethanI expect.
Are you interested in seeing new works (recent plays) at the N.A.T.?
_ yes (pleasecontinue) _ 00 (pleaseskipto question#19)
. Wouldyou pay more than the regular ticket price to see new theater works at the N.A.T.?
_ yes (pleasecontinue) _ 00 (pleaseskipto question#19)
If you are willing to pay a premium to see new works at the N.A. T., what is the MOST you would pay per ticket?
_ $20 (off-time) to $23 (premium-time) range (up to $3 over regular prices)
_ $22 (off-time) to $25 (premium-time) range ($3 up to $5 over regular prices).
_ $24 (off-time) to $27 (premium-time) range ($5 up to $7 over regular prices).
_ $26 (off-time) to $29 (premium-time) range ($7 up to $9 over regular prices).
Are you interested in seeing popular productions such as "Phantom of the Opera" at the N .A. T.?
_ yes (please continue) _ 00 (please skip to question #22)
Would you pay more than the regular ticket price to see a popular production at N.A. T.?
_ yes (please continue) _ 00 (please skip to question #22)
1If you are willing to pay a premium to see popular productions at the N.A. T., what is the MOST you would pay per
ticket?
_ $20 (off-time) to $23 (premium-time) range (up to $3 over regular prices)
_ $22 (off-time) to $25 (premium-time) range ($3 up to $5 over regular prices).
_ $24 (off-time) to $27 (premium-time) range ($5 up to $7 over regular prices).
_ $26 (off-time) to $29 (premium-time) range ($7 up to $9 over regular prices).
Whichplays would you like to see come to N.A. T.? Please list below.
In comparison to other local theaters and arts organizations in Northern Illioois, the quality of N.A. T. 's productions
are:
_ superior _ somewhatbetter _ aboutthesame_ slightlylower _ muchlower
In comparisonto other local theaters and arts organizationsin Northern Illioois, N.A.T.'s prices are:
_ muchhigher _ somewhathigher _ about the same _ slightly lower _ much lower
Have you contributed money, time, services, or other resources to N.A. T. within the last year?
_ yes (pleasecontinue) _ no (pleaseskipto question#30)
answer questions #26-29 if you indicate that you HAVE contributed to N.A.T. within the last year. (If you
ered "yes" to question #25)
If you contributed, how was (were) your contribution(s) solicited?
_ by direct mail _by brochures
_ bystageappeal _ bysubscriptionrenewalforms
_ by personal request
_ other, please specify
If you contributed, what is(are) your major reason(s) for contributing to N.A.T.?
_ communityservice taxdeduction
_ commitment to the arts _ memorial (in memory of ...)
commitmenttoN.A.T.
_ other, please specify
(If you contributed) I feel my donations to N .A. T. are used to my satisfaction.
_ stronglyagree _ somewhatagree _ undecided_ somewhatdisagree _ stronglydisagree
(Ifyou contributed)Stage appeals motivateme to make donations to N.A.T.
. _ strongly agree _ somewhat agree _ undecided _ somewhat disagree _ strongly disagree
Pleaseanswer questions #30 if you indicate that you HAVE NOT contributed to N.A.T. within the last year. (If you
;8IISWered"no" to question #25)
If you did not contribute to N.A. T., what are your reasons for not contributing?
_ I feel my donation would be too small to help.
_ I prefer to donate to charities other than the arts.
_ I feel a donation would not be used to my satisfaction.
_ I was never approached for a donation.
I do not make charitable donations at all.
_ Other, please specify
ALL RESPONDENTS, PLEASE CONTINUE.
( 31. N.A.T~~a=tions too":::';", agree _ undecided _ somewhatdisagree _ strongly disagree
, 32. Areyouawarewhois on N.A.T.'s Boardof Directors? _ yes no
33. N.A.T. 's Board of Directors adequately represents the community it serves.
_ agree _ disagree _ undecided - _ don't know
. Will the departure of Mr. 1. R. Sullivan (founder and producing director) affect your attendance at N.A.T.?
_ yes (pleasecontinue) _ no (pleaseskipto question#36)
If you indicated that Mr. Sullivan's departure may affect your attendance at N.A.T. productions, how so?
I will attend more often. I will attend less often. I won't attend at all.
I obtain information about N.A.T.'s productions through: (please mark all that apply.)
word of mouth _ press releases




I find it helpful when N.A. T sends a postcard reminder of performances to my home.
_ yes no undecided _ I have never received these postcards.
following questions are asked for classification purposes only. Please continue.
How far from N.A.T. do you live?
_ within5 miles_ 6-10miles 11-15 miles 16-20miles 21-24 miles 25+ miles
What is your sex? _ male female
How many persons are in your household?
1 2 3 4 50rmore
What is your age?
under 18 18 - 35 36 - 50 51 - 65 over 65
What is the occupation on the principal wage earner in your household?
_ professional _ agricultural
construction educational
_ managerial _ clerical
retired _ temporarily unemployed
What is your annual Household income?
less than $20,000 20,001 -35,000 35,001 -50,000 50,001 - 100,000 100,001and over
- - - - -
Which of the following reflects the ethnic/racial composition of your household? If appropriate, you may check more
than one category. _
_ White _ African-American_ Hispanic_ Asian NativeAmerican
45. To whichradio station(s)do you listen to most often? Please list.
46. Which newspaper(s) do you read regularly? Please list.
Thank you for completing this questionnaire. Please be assured your reply is strictly confidential. Your kind
pll'ticlpationin this survey greatly enhances our ability to serve you and your community with quality entertainment.
Theater Survey
Please answer the following to the best of your ability. Weare only interested in your perceptions; we
BOttesting your knowledge. For purposes of this study, there are no right or wrong answers. Your cooperation
help us better serve theater patrons in your community. Thank you in advance for your patient participation.
.
ch of the following types of entertainment interest you?
_ watching television
_ listening to radio or stereo
_ attending concerts
_ attending theater (plays)
_ attending theater (musicals)
_ other, please specify:





you attend live theater productions (plays, musicals, etc.)?
yes (please continue) no (please skip to question #20)
- -
n you attend live theater productions, how important are of each of these to YOU? Please apply the following scale:
=ExtremelyImportant, 4 = Very Important, 3 = Important, 2 = SomewhatImportant, and 1 = Not Important.
_ qualityof productions _ handicapped-accessibility
_ varietyofproductions _ special services for elderly/and or handicapped
_ ticket price _ ticket availability
location of theater _ ease of purchasing tickets
location of seats cleanliness of theater
- -
_ parking _ availability of child-care
you attend theater productions, availability of which of these special programs would be of interest to YOU?
mark all that apply).
_ seasonsubscriptionpackage
_ restaurant/play package deal
_ availability of child care services
_ performances for children
_ other, please specify:
_ performances for singles
_ performances for minorities
_ teen night performances
_ performances for senior citizens
you indicated interest in a restaurant/package deal in question #4, please answer the following; otherwise please
skip to Cfuestion#6.
a restaurant/play package were available, I would be interested in the following restaurants:
_ The Bakery Ross's
_ The Olympic _ Jungle Jim's
_ The Metropolitan _ Other, please specify:
_ The Capri
you ever attended the New American Theater (N.A.T.)?
_ yes (please continue) _no (please skip to question #9)
e you attended New American Theater (N.A.T.) within the last year?
_ yes(pleasecontinue) _ no (pleaseskipto question#9)
many times have you attended the N.A.T. within the last year?
_ once_ 2 or 3 times 4 or 5 times 6 timesormore
..you attend local theaters other than N .A. T.?
_ yes(pleasecontinue) no
you attend non-local theaters in cities other than Rockford and DeKalb?
yes no
.h of the following special services would be of assistance to YOU while attending theater productions? Please mark
that apply.
_ special near-stage seating for the visually impaired
_ special assistance to handicapped patrons (in wheel chairs, on crutches ...)
child care services
other, please specify
Singleperformance prices at the N.A.T. range from $17 to $20, I consider this price:
_ aboutwhatI expect. _ lessthanI expect. _ morethanI expect.
N.A.T. season subscription rates range from $85 to $105 for six shows (depending on performance day and time).
I consider these prices: _ about what I expect. _ less than I expect. _ more than I expect.
i Are you interested in seeing new works (recent plays)?
_ yes (please continue) _ no (please skip to question #17) .
Would you pay more than the regular ticket price to see new theater works?
yes (please continue) no (please skip to question #17)
- -
. If you are willing to pay a premiwn to see new works, what is the MOST you would pay per ticket?
..
_ $20 (off-time) to $23 (premiwn-time) range (up to $3 over regular prices)
$22 (off-time) to $25 (premiwn-time) range ($3 up to $5 over regular prices).
_ $24 (off-time) to $27 (premiwn-time) range ($5 up to $7 over regular prices).
$26 (off-time) to $29 (premiwn-time) range ($7 up to $9 over regular prices).
. Are you interested in seeing popular productions such as "Guys & Dolls" or "Phantom of the Opera"?
yes (please continue) no (please skip to question #20)
- -
.Wouldyou pay more than the regular ticket price to see a popular production?
_ yes (please continue) _ no (please skip to question #20)
. If you are willing to pay a premiwn to see popular productions, what is the MOST you would pay per ticket?
_ $20 (off-time) to $23 (premiwn-time) range (up to $3 over regular prices)
_ $22 (off-time) to $25 (premiwn-time) range ($3 up to $5 over regular prices).
_ $24 (off-time) to $27 (premiwn-time) range ($5 up to $7 over regular prices).
_ $26 (off-time) to $29 (premiwn-time) range ($7 up to $9 over regular prices).
. Have you contributed money, time, services, or other resources to an arts organization within the last year?
_ yes (please continue) _ no (please skip to question #23)
21. If you contributed, how was (were) your contribution(s) solicited?
_ by direct mail _by brochures
_ bystageappeal _ bysubscriptionre ewalforms
_ by personal request
_ other, please specify
~
22. If youcontributed,what is(are) your major reason(s) for contributingto an arts organization?
_ communityservice _ tax deduction
_ commitment to the arts _ memorial (in memory of ...)
_ commitmentto N.A.T.
_ other, please specify
answer questions #23 if you indicate that you HAVE NOT contributed to an arts organization
the last year. (If you answered "no" to question #20)
..If you did not contribute to an arts organization, what are your reasons for not contributing?
_ I feel my donation would be too small to help.
I prefer to donate to charities other than the arts.
== I feel a donation would not be used to my satisfaction.
_ I was never approached for a donation.
I do not make charitable donations at all.
_ Other,pleasespecify
RESPONDENfS, PLEASE CONTINUE.






. I find it helpful when theaters send a postcard reminder of performances to my home.
_ yes no undecided _ I havenevereceivedthesepostcards.
e following questions are asked for classification purposes only. Please continue.
. How far from New American Theater, in Rockford, do you live?
within 5 miles 6-10 miles 11-15 miles 16-20 miles 21-24 miles more than
female
. How many persons are in your household? 1 2 3 4 5 or more
. What is your age?
under 18 18 - 35 36 - 50 51 - 65 over 65
. What is the occupation on the principal wage earner in your household?
_ professional _ agricultural
construction educational
_ managerial clerical
_ retired _ temporarily unemployed
1. What is your annual Household income?
_ less than $20,000 _ 20,001 - 35,000 _ 35,001 - 50,000 _ 50,001 and over
. Which of the following reflects the ethnic/racial composition of your household? If appropriate, you may check more
onecategory._ White_ African-American_ Hispanic_ Asian_ NativeAmerican
3. To which radio station(s) do you listen to most often? Please list.
34. Which newspaper(s) do you read regularly? Please list.
you for completing this questionnaire. Please be assured your reply is strictly confidential. Your kind participation
this survey greatly enhances our ability to serve you and your community with quality entertainment.
I
I
New American Theater Questionnaire
Patron Survey
ctions: Please answer the following to the best of your ability. Weare only interested in your perceptions; we
not testing your knowledge. For purposes of this study, there are no right or wrong answers. Your cooperation
help us better serve theater patrons in your community. Thank you in advance for your patient participation.
Whichof the following types of entertainment interest you?
.4D- watching television
~








Do you attend live theater productions (plays, musicals, etc.)?
-L yes (please continue) ~ no (please skip to question #25)





,.3. When you attend live theater productions, how important are of each of these to YOU? Please apply the following scale:
5 = Extremely Important, 4 = Very Important, 3 = Important, 2 = Somewhat Important, and 1 = Not Important
\-,'-) quality of productions ~ handicapped-accessibility
~
variety of productions
.l::b special services for elderly/and or handicapped





-1:6 ease of purchasingtickets
\ -~~ location of seats ~ cleanliness of theater
~
parking \ -.havailability of child-care
When you attend theater productions, availability of which of these special programs would be of interest to YOU?
Please mark all that apply.




availability of. child care services
~
performances for children
--1J.:;. other, please specify:
ltC- performances for singles
~
performances for minorities
-l..L teen night performances
~
performances for senior citizens
'5. If you indicated interest in a restaurant/package deal in question #4, please answer the following; otherwise please
skip to question #6.












Have you ever attended the New American Theater (N.A.T.)?
--L yes (please continue) L-no (please skip to question #12)
7. Have you attended New American Theater (Nj. T.) within the ~ast year?
#91\~ yes (please continue) ~ no (please skip to questIon /
8. How many times have you attended the N.A.T. within the last year?
--L once
--1- 2 or 3 times 3- 4 or 5 times l:L- 6 times or more
9. Have you ever attended the New American Theater with a group?
~
yes (please continue) ~no (please skip to question #11)
How many times have you anended the N.A.T. with a group?
.
-L- once ~ 2 or 3 times ~ 4 or 5 times ~ 6 times or more
RateN.A.T. on each of the followingcharacteristics. Please apply the followingscale:





~ locat~onof theater];5 location of seats
~
parking
5 = Excellent, 4 = Very
l::E:L handicapped -accessibility
J.::.:j special services for elderly/and or handicapped
L=t> ticket availability
J..:::;!:)ease of purchasing tickets
i -bc1eanliness of theater
~availability of child-care




If offered by N.A.T., which of the following special services would be of assistance to YOU while anending theater
productions? Please mark all that apply.
~
special near-stage seating for the visually impaired
.lr-9- special assistance to handicapped patrons (in wheel chairs, on crutches...)
~
child care services
.lfD. other, please specify
Singleperformance prices at the N.A.T. range from $17 to $20, I consider this price:
l about what I expect. 2- less than I expect. :l more than I expect.
N.A.T. season subscription rates range from $85 to $105 for six shows (depending on performance day and time). I
consider these prices: ~ about what I expect. d- less than I expect. ...~ more than I expect.
Are you interested in seeing n~w works (recent plays) at the N.A.T.?
~
yes (please continue) C:L no (please skip to question #19)
Would you pay more than the regular ticket price to see new theater works at the N.A.T.?
-L yes (please continue) ~ no (please skip to question #19)
If you are willing to pay a premium to see new works at the N .A. T., what is the MOST you would pay per ticket?
~ $20 (off-time) to $23 (premium-time) range (up to $3 over regular prices)
:~ $22 (off-time)to $25 (premium-time)range ($3 up to $5 over regular prices).
~
$24 (off-time) to $27 (premium-time) range ($5 up to $7 over regular prices).
~
$26 (offootime)to $29 (premium-time) range ($7 up to $9 over regular prices).
Are you interested in seeing popular productions such as "Phantom of the Opera" at the N.A.T.?
~
yes (please continue)
-.C:L no (please skip to question #22)
.Wouldyou pay more than the regular ticket price to see a popular production at N.A.T.?
~
yes (please continue) 0 no (please skip to question #22)
1. If you are willing to pay a premium to see popular productions at the N.A.T., what is the MOST you would pay per
ticket?
~ $20 (off-time) to $23 (premium-time) range (up to $3 over regular prices)
-d- $22 (off-time) to $25 (premium-time) range ($3 up to $5 over regular prices).
~
$24 (off-time) to $27 (premium-time) range ($5 up to $7 over regular prices).
A- $26 (off-time) to $29 (premium-time) range ($7 up to $9 over regular prices).
. Which plays would you like to see come to N.A.T.? Please list below.




-d- somewhat better ~ about the same ~
slightly lower ~ much lower
. In comparison to other local theaters and arts organizations in Northern Illinois, N.A.T.'s prices are:
~
much higher
---d.- somewhat higher ~ about the same ~ slightly lower ~ much lower
Have you contributed money, time, services, or other resources to N.A.T. within the last year?
~
yes (please continue)
-L no (please skip to question #30)
answer questions #26-29 if you indicate that you HAVE contributed to N.A.T. within the last year. (If you
ered "yes" to question #25)







by subscription renewal forms
~
by personal reque~t
4G other, please specIfy
If you contributed, what is(are) your major reason(s) for contributing to N.A.T.?
W community service -1C:- tax deduction
~
commitmentto the arts
--4Umemorial (in memory of ...)
~
commitment to N.A. T.
-4.C: other, please specify
(If you contributed) I feel my donations to N .A. T. are used to my satisfaction.
--L- stronglyagree l- somewhatagree ~ undecided~ somewhat disagree , c.) strongly disagree
(If you contributed) Stage appeals motivate me to make donations to N. A. T.
-l- stronglyagree A- somewhatagree 3- undecided~ somewhat disagree ~ strongly disagree
answer questions #30 if you indicate that you HAVE NOT contributed to N.A. T. within the last year. (If you
ered "no" to question #25)
If you did not contribute to N. A.T., what are your reasons for not contributing?
..l.C.. I feel my donation would be too small to help.
irC I prefer to donate to charities other than the arts.
l.r£:.1 I feel a donation would not be used to my satisfaction.
--4.Y- I was never approached for a donation.
~
I do not make charitable donations at all.
1;.D Other, please specify
RESPONDENTS, PLEASE CONTINUE.
N.A.T. solicits donations too often.
.l- ~\l~\\~\~ 'd~ltt L ~()m.e;~\\?t 'O.'i,!ee ~ \It\<ie.c.\<ie.<i ~ '&omewnat di'&ag1:ee ~ st1:0ng\'j disagTee
e you aware who is on N.A.T.'s Board of Directors? i yes -D. no
.W
.A. T. ' s Board of Directors adequately represents the community it serves.
-L agree -d- disagree ~ undecided ~ don't know
Will the departure of Mr. J. R. Sullivan (founder and producing director) affect your attendance at N.A.T.?
~
yes (please continue) CL no (please skip to question #36)
If you indicated that Mr. Sullivan's departure may affect your attendance at N.A.T. productions, how so?
--L- I will attend more often. --=2- I will attend less often. ~ I won't attend at all.
I obtain information about N .A.T.' s productions through: (Please mark all that apply.)
iLL word of mouth J.ti- press releases








I fmd it helpful when N.A.T sends a postcard reminder of performances to my home.
.l..J:2 yes ~ no -4D- undecided lL I have never received these postcards.
e following questions are asked for classification purposes only. Please continue.
. How far from N.A.T. do you live?
--L within5 miles ~ 6-10 miles ~ 11-15 miles ~ 16-20 miles ~ 21-24 miles ~ 25+ miles
~ female
How many persons are in your household~
-1- 1 .2- 2 -.:2L 3 ~ 4 !-\ 5 or more
What is your age?
--L- under 18 --R- 18 - 35 2- 36 - 50 -.!::L 51 - 65 ~ over 65
What is the occupation on the principal wage earner in your household?
~ professional
-!::L agricultural
~ construction ~ educational
~ managerial ~ clerical
---=L retired ~ temporarily unemployed
What is your annual Household income?
.
-.L less than $20,000 2 20,001 - 35,000 ~ 35,001 - 50,000 .!::L 50,001 - 100,000 ~ 100,001 and over
Which of the following reflects the ethnic/racial composition of your household? If appropriate, you may check more
than one. category.
-4.tL White ~ African-American ~ Hispanic .J..J:- Asian -1L- Native American
To which radio station(s) do you listen to most often? Please list.
Which newspaper(s) do you read regularly? Please list.
you for completing this questionnaire. Please be assured your reply is strictly confidential. Your kind
.cipation in this survey greatly enhances our ability to serve you and your community with quality entertainment.
Theater Survey
Instructions: Please answer the following to the best of your ability. Weare only interested in your perceptions; we
are not testing your knowledge. For purposes of this study, there are no right or wrong answers. Your cooperation
willhelp us better serve theater patrons in your community. Thank you in advance for your patient participation.
Please mark all that apply.
---U:L movies
J..,lL attending sporting events
1,0 going to bars
(, 0 gambling and bingo
. Which of the following types of entertainment interest you?
..1.SL. watching television
~
listening to radio or stereo
~
attendingconcerts
--19- attending theater (plays)
--4!L- attending theater (musicals)
-L.!L other, please specify:
. Do you attend live theater productions (plays, musicals, etc.)?
---1- yes (please continue) .-J:L no (please skip to question #20) .
. When you attend live theater productions, how important are of each of these to YOU? Please apply the following scale:
5 = ExtremelyImportant, 4 = Very Important, 3 = Important, 2 = SomewhatImportant, and 1 = Not Important.
l:.S qualityof productions ~ handicapped-accessibility
~
variety of productions ~ specialservices for elderly/and or handicapped
l:L. ticket price .D- ticket availability
~
locationof theater .l..::S ease of purchasingtickets
~
location of seats ..l:S cleanlinessof theater
~
parking .J..:.L availability of child-care
. Whenyou attend theater productions, availability of which of these special programs would be of interest to YOU?
(Please mark all that apply).
~
season subscription package
.1£L restaurant/play package deal
--4sL- availability of child care services
...1iL performances for children
-4L. other, please specify:
~
performances for singles




performances for senior citizens
.If you indicated interest in a restaurant/package deal in question #4, please answer the following; otherwise please
skip to question #6.
If a restaurant/play package were available, I would be interested in the following restaurants:
~




...1I:L The Metropolitan ..L.1L. Other, please specify:
-4CL The Capri
6. Have you ever attended the New American Theater (N.A.T.)?
-L yes (please continue) --D-no (pleaseskip to question#9)
7. Have you attended New American Theater (N.A.T.) within the last year?
.
--L- yes (please continue) .l::L. no (please skip to question #9)
8. How many times have you attended the N.A.T. within the last year?
--L- once -L 2 or 3 times~ 4 or 5 times ~ 6 times or more
9. Do you attend local theaters other than N .A. T.?
--L yes (please continue) ~ no
.
O. Do you attend non-local theaters in cities other than Rockford and DeKalb?
\ yes () no
1.Whichof the following special services would be of assistance to YOU while attending theater productions? Please mark
all that apply.
.J& special near-stage seating for the visually impaired
-W:L special assistance to handicapped patrons (in wheel chairs, on crutches ...)
-4CL child care services
...l4- other, please specify
12. Single performance prices at the N.A.T. range from $17 to $20, I consider this price:
L about what I expect. ~ less than I expect. ~ more than I expect.
'13. N.A.T. season subscription rates range from $85 to $105 for six shows (depending on performance day and time).
I consider these prices: -L. about what I expect. ~ less than I expect. ~ more than I expect.
,,'14.Are you interested in seeing new works (recent plays)?
-L yes (please continue) ~ no (please skip to question #17)
15. Would you pay more than the regular ticket price to see new theater works?
--1- yes (please continue) ~ no (please skip to question #17)
16. If you are willing to pay a premium to see new works, what is the MOST you would pay per ticket?
~
$20 (off-time) to $23 (premium-time) range (up to $3 over regular prices)
;). $22 (off-time) to $25 (premium-time) range ($3 up to $5 over regular prices).
~
$24 (off-time) to $27 (premium-time) range ($5 up to $7 over regular prices).
~
$26 (off-time) to $29 (premium-time) range ($7 up to $9 over regular prices).
17. Are you interested in seeing oooular oroductions such as "Guys & Dolls" or "Phantom of the Opera"?
-L yes (please continue) --D- no (please skip to question #20)
18. Would you pay more than the regular ticket price to see a popular production?
-L- yes (please continue) ~ no (please skip to question #20)
19. If you are willing to pay a premium to see popular productions, what is the MOST you would pay per ticket?
--L- $20 (off-time) to $23 (premium-time) range (up to $3 over regular prices)
~
$22 (off-time) to $25 (premium-time) range ($3 up to $5 over regular prices).
A- $24 (off-time) to $27 (premium-time) range ($5 up to $7 over regular prices).
~
$26 (off-time) to $29 (premium-time) range ($7 up to $9 over regular prices).
20. Have you contributed money, time, services, or other resources to an arts organization within the last year?
I yes (please continue) 0 no (please skip to question #23)
- -
21. If you contribPted, how was (were) your contribution(s) solicited?
\£..:::..~ by direct mail JL2... by brochures
\,0-..:- by stage appeal ~ by subscription renewal forms
',<L-- by personal requeSt
I,~ other, please specify
22. If you contributed, what is(are) your major reason(s) for contributing to an arts organization?
-40- communityservice -4£L tax deduction
-1..0- commitment to the arts ...1.!:L memorial (in memory of ...)
~
commitment to N.A.T.
l&- other, please specify
answer questions #23 if you indicate that you HAVE NOT contributed to an arts organization
the last year. (If you answered "no" to question #20)
. ITyou did not contribute to an arts organization, what are your reasons for not contributing?
--19-I feel my donation would be too small to help.
~
I prefer to donate to charities other than the arts.
~
I feel a donation would not be used to my satisfaction.
~
I was never approached for a donation.
---4Q- I do not make charitable donations at all.
-4D- Other, please specify
.ALL RESPONDENTS, PLEASE CONTINUE.
24. I obtain information about theater productions through: (Please mark all that apply.)
-4U- word of mouth ~ press releases
~
radio station J..JL N.A.T. newsletter
~





25. I fmd it helpful when theaters send a postcard reminder of performances to my home.
~
yes
.12.- no ~ undecided 1.t..l:l I have never received these postcards.
Tbe following questions are asked for classification purposes only. Please continue.
26. How far from New American Theater, in Rockford, do you live?
~
within 5 miles ~ 6-10 miles .iL. 11-15miles Y 16-20miles ~ 21-24 miles
--.b- more than
27. What is your sex? ~ male
--L female
28. How many persons are in your household? 1 ~2 ~3 ~4 S- 5 or more
29. What is your age?
, under 18
-L 18 - 35 ~ 36 - 50 ~ 51 - 65 5' over 65
30. What is the occupation on the principal wage earner in your household?
~
professional ~ agricultural





retired ~ temporarily unemployed
31. What is your annual Household income?
lless than $20,000
~
20,001 - 35,000 ~ 35,001 - 50,000
...:L 50,001 and over
32. Which of the following reflects the ethnic/racial composition of your household? If appropriate, you may check more
than one category.J.s- White ~ African-American
-1.SL Hispanic J&.. Asian
-W:L- Native American
33. To which radio station(s) do you listen to most often? Please list.
34. Which newspaper(s) do you read regularly? Please list.
Thank you for completing this questionnaire. Please be assured your reply is strictly confidential. Your kind participation
in this survey greatly enhances our ability to serve you and your community with quality entertainment.
iJ \ lV
New American Theater Questionnaire
Patron Survey
ctions: Please answer the followingto the best of your ability. We are only interested in your perceptions; we
not testing your knowledge. For purposes of this study, there are no right or wrong answers. Your cooperation
help us better serve theater patrons in your community. Thank you in advance for your patient participation.
.Which of the following types of entertainment interest you?
watching television Tv'
- listening to radio or stereo r~d\D__
attending concerts cetA{«i
_ attending theater (plays) f\c~ ~. .
attending theater (musicals) 1~.\v')iLcvL
other, please specify: CJ1 wr 1
.
2. Do you attend live theater productions (plays, musicals, etc.)? -+\A.~Q1..t e f
_ yes (please continue) _ DO(please skip to question #25)
Please mark all that apply.
_movies MC\..;Ie-
~-. attending sporting events
'S;X It
going to bars b Q r
gambling and bingo ~~.~b \ IV';;',
J :r
. 3. When you attend live theater productions, bow important are of each of these to YOU? Please apply the following scale:
5 = ExtremelyImportant, 4 = Very Important, 3 = Important, 2 = SomewhatImportant, and 1 = Not Important
~
quality of productions 1vcJ...iry _ handicapped-accessibility I,CA\'\.<i;"'C
_ variety of productions Iic,'f~h _ special services for elderly/and or handicapped hQv\d;:;;er
ticket price .ft"I-Cc. ticket availability £'h.~, \.
== location of theater 1 II ea ~ lac.. == ease of purchasing tickets t?9' "!,.(:'c-t ;>J
_ location of seats 5e2<.\-i cc. _ cleanliness of theater c. C~9AA
_ parking I . _ availabili' ty of cbild-caref'';:' ~ f r'
J)O
.
,~ r- t . n
"--."~v..."(;
When you attend theater productions, availability of which of these special programs would be of interest to .YQll?
Pleasemark all that apply. .
_ season subscription package ~eCts~''\' .
-"
performances for singles "":'>~1pert.
restaurant/play package deal r-e.)~r\~:i performances for minorities ,IAI'" 0 pdt
== availability of child care services <:",-\S~I<\" teen night performances ~<:'v'- part' .
_ performancesforchildrenelA'ref\ _ performances for senior citizens. seA ?t2(~
_ other, please specify: c~~ (-1
5. If you indicated interest in a restaurant/pa..hge deal in question #4, please answer the following; otherwise please
skip to question #6.
If a restaurant/play package were available, I would be interested in the following restaurants:
_ The Bakery. b<1 ~7 _ Ross's
.
~cs'>.
_ The Olympic01"''''1'-(. _ JungleJ1ms J v",.~\e-
~
.The MetropoliiaJi ,.,.I(.r(ti, _ Other, please specify: ot-\.-t"_r C;
_ The Capri C.-S\Fr;
.
Haveyou ever attended the New AmericanTheater (N.A.T.)? n..:\+~V~[
_ yes (please continue) _DO (please skip to question#12)
7. Haveyou attdridedNew American Theater (N.A.T.) within the last year? ~a.. + \ 0..5+
'--2' yes (pleasecontinue) _ DO(pleaseskipto question#9)
_ I\~\o.,,:t
8. How many times. have you attended the N.A.T. within the last year? -t'(\
_ once_ 2or3 times-,--,4 or5 times_ 6 timesormore
9. Haveyou ever attendedthe New AmericanTheater with a group? ~(0"?
_ yes (please continue) _DO (please skip to quesuon #11)
--\~~ j I\,
many times have you at1eDdedthe N.A.T. wi1h a group?
_ 0DCe_ 2 or 3 times_ 4 or 5 times_ 6 timesor more
JRa1eN.A.T. on each of the following characteristics. Please apply the following scale:
Good,3 = Good, 2 = Fair, and 1 = Poor.
_ qualityof productionsq~\ 1$
_ variety of productions \ic., IJ
_ ticketprice f()l("II
_ loca~on of theater ,IQ,-\-h \1
_location of seam \c<-seo \1
_parking
~r"-~
5 = Excellent, 4 = Very
_ handicapped-accessibility no-v\.ac t~
_ special services for elderlv/and or handicapped V\c""\14.~I I)
_ ticket availability i:H' a I / IJ
. ease of pur~ng tickem eo fi'u/I
_ cleanliness of tbeater c, fqJ1 J.)
_ availability of child-care cIA; (.'~ it
Prior to receiving this questionnaire, were you aware that N.A.T. provides an Audio-link service for hearing-impaired
persons? _ yes no a ud 1'0
If offered by N .A. T., which of 1he following special services would be of assistance to YOU while attending theater
productions? Please mark all that apply. ~
_ special near-stage seating for 1hevisually impaired u 1~v c.x I'V'-\
_ specialassistanceto handicappedpatrons(in wheelchairs,on crutches...j ~Qv\s pee.
_ childcareservices c v..kC,\13
_ other,pleasespecify t', t-V\ : < \ ""<
5.Vl"{~
. Singleperformance prices at 1he N.A.T. range from $17 to $20, I consider 1hisprice: I r
_ about what I expect. _ lessthanI expect. _ morethanI expect.
-; ~'J ::;(..A P f
. N.A.T. season subscription rates range from $85 to $105 for six shows (depending on performance day and time). I
consider1heseprices: _ aboutwhatI expect. _ lessthanI expect. _ morethanIexpect.
. Are you interested in seeing new works (recent plays) at 1he N.A.T.? l1ewvvurk..s
_ yes(pleasecontinue) _ no(pleaseskipto question#19)
. Would you pay more than 1he regular ticket price to see new theater works at 1he N.A. T. ?
.I.\.c,...e(I.euJ
_ yes (please continue) _ no (please skip to question #19)
?~M(\~\!\i
. If you are willing to pay a premium to see new works at 1he N.A. T., what is 1he MOST you would pay per tictet?
_ $20 (off-time) to $23 (premium-time) range (up to $3 over regular prices)
_ $22 (off-time) to $25 (premium-time) range ($3 up to $5 over regular prices).
_ $24 (off-time)to $27 (premium-time)range ($5 up to $7 over regular prices).
_ $26 (off-time) to $29 (premium-time) range ($7 up to $9 over regular prices).
Are you interested in seeing popular productions such as "Phantom of 1he Opera" at 1he N .A. T.?
_ yes (please continue) _ no (please skip to question #22) pc-?IJ Jq,-
Would you pay more than 1he regular ticket price to see a popular production at N.A.T.?
w~~~-e.f'?
_ yes (please continue) _ no (please skip to question #22)
.t',~W\pc>?
t 21. If you are willing to pay a premium to see popular productions at 1he N.A. T., what is 1he MOST you would pay per
ticket?
_ $20 (off-time) to $23 (premium-time) range (up to $3 over regular prices)
_ $22 (off-time) to $25 (premium-time) range ($3 up to $5 over regular prices).
_ $24 (off-time) to $27 (premium-time) range ($5 up to $7 over regular prices).
_ $26 (off-time) to $29 (premium-time) range ($7 up to $9 over regular prices).
_'Whichplays would you like 10 see come 10 N.A.T.? Please list below. ~
. In comparison 10 o1ber local theaters and arts organizations in Northern Dlinois, the quality of N.A.T.'s productions
are:
(\ Q1 '1IjQQ
_ superior _ somewhat better _ about the same _ slightly lower _ much lower
,
. In comparison10other local theaters and arts organizationsin Northern Dlinois,N.A.T. 's prices are: K.:\ 1-Tf JCE-
_ muchhigher _ somewhathigher_ aboutthesame_ slightlylower_ muchlower
Have you contributed money, time, services, or other resources 10 N.A.T. within the last year? 11~(hC',"~l
_ yes (please continue) _ no (please skip 10 question #30)
answer questions #26-29 if you indicate that you HAVE contributed to N.A.T. within the last year. (If you
ered "yes" to question 125)
If you contributed, bow was (were) your contribution(s) solicited?
_ by direct mail (WA1 \ _by brochures b<~--\..-vr<-
_ bystageappeals~~- , _ bysubscriptionrenewalforms
_ by personal requestr{'~
_ other, please specify o\- \~~[~
27. If you contributed, what is(are) your major reason(s) for contributing to N.A.T.?
_ communityservice(S..().'\k.!erv'_ taxdeductioni,:),."
"
_ commitment 10 the arts D.1'r-C<;;,~ memorial (in memory of ...) r'~.:'-tJ\,<~,...lr;J.-
_ commitment 10 N.A.T. 1\':'-+(",VV\V~-
_ other,pleasespecify ,,\-\:\<2,-.d-7 .
".s().-\;~/'\'f
(If you contributed) I feel my donations to N .A. T. are used 10 my satisfaction.
_ stronglyagree _ somewhatagree _ undecided__ somewhatdisagree _ stronglydisagree
(If you contributed) Stage appeals motivate me to make donations to N.A. T. 5'tC\~~ ~\\,d
_ stronglyagree_ somewhatgree_ undecided-_somewhat disagee_ stronglydisagree
, Please answer questions #30 if you indicate that you HAVE NOT contributed to N.A.T. within the last year. (If you
answered "no" to question #25)
If you did not contribute to N.A. T.. what are your reasons for not contributing?
_ I feel my donation would be too small to help. sVl~li.
_ I prefer to donate to charitiesother than the arts. c V\~ {' i ~ '(
_ I feel a donation would not be used 10 my satisfaction. I' 0 'S.:l11 2>
_ I was never approachedfor a donation. f'O Q fiY 0
_ I do not make charitabledonationsat all. (\0 duV,IIL-I-e,
_ Other, please specify 0-\ \,-"''< -3()
ALL RESPONDENTS, PLEASE CONTINUE.
31. N.A.T. solicits donations too often. AO.1--s~JIe
_ stronglyagree _ somewhatagree _ undecided_ somewhatdisagree _ stronglydisagree
32. Areyou aware who is on N.A.T. 's Board of Directors? _ yes _ no
,~Ir"p 6 .>-l
N.A.T.'s Board of Directors adequatelyrepresents the communityit serves. loud re r
_ agree _ disagree _ undecided _ don't know












_ yes (please continue)
..r."'\
c,\\'\v--
_ 110(please skip to question #36) .7"
. If you indicated that Mr. Sullivan's departure may affect your attendance at N.A,T. productions, bow so?
I will attend more often. I will attend less often. I won't attend at all.
- - .,S0\l7\\ow
. I obtain information about N .A. T. 's productions Ihrough: (please mark all that apply.)
_ word of mouth /.uPff/ _ press releases pre 55 .
radio station fQd.1) 3(. N.A.T. newsletter I'\e.v/Slef
== television +v30 newspaperarticles ccrh-cre-
_ newspaperad's '~
_ other,pleasespecify: o+t~(3b
'37. I findit helpful when N.A.T sends a postcard reminder of performancesto my home. ~ -=-~
_ yes _ 110 _ undecided _ I have never received these postcards.
POJ+ ye!> ;>05fl1 0 ?V5 fv/Ld postt"lev
Tbefollowingquestions are asked for classification purposes only. Please c:ootinue.
r
38. How far from N.A.T. do you live? ¥\c~v.~.I
_ within5 miles_ 6-10miles_ 11-15miles_ 16-20miles_ 21-24miles 25+miles
.~39.Whatis your sex? _ male female 5 e)(
How many persons are in your household? nu M p~n
_1 2_3 4_5ormore
What is your age? O--~-L-
under18 18- 35 36- 50 51- 65 over65
42. What is the occupation on the principal wage earner in your household?
_ professional _ agricultural
construction educational
- -
_ managerial _ clerical
_ retired _ temporarily unemployed
43. What is your annual Household income? ,"11:"(1VI/t. e-
less than $20,000 20,001 - 35,000 35,001 -50,000 50,001 - 100,000 100,001 and over
- - - - -
44. Which of the following reflects the ethnic/racial composition of your household? If appropriate, you may check more
than one category.
_ White _ African-American_ Hispanic_ Asian_ NativeAmerican
.,uVI.ik ofr,(.Q.1'\ V\.i)r:~l1j<, o..s i"QV\ ",-cd ,'If:
To which radio station(s) do you listen to most often? Please list.
opet'l- red,
Which newspaper(s) do you read regularly? Please list.
of' e
(I... ~1,eA,A)"'J
Thank you for completing um questionnaire. Please be assured your reply is strictly c:oofidential. Your kind
participation in um survey greatly enhances our ability to serve you and your community with quality entertainment.
Li:!/' ,, 'i I( -
Theater Survey
Imtructions: Please answer the followingto the best of your ability. We are ooIyinterested in your perceptions; we
are not testing your knowJed&e. For purposes of this study, there are no right or wrong answers. Your cooperation
willhelp us better serve theater patrons in your community. Thank. you in advance for your patimt participation.
Please mark all that apply.
movies >M O\,) \ €..-
attending sporting events :5 rcf t
going to bars b 0. r
gamblingand bingo 5a..\M '0 ll"':)
1. Which of the following types of entertainment inteIeb1you?
watching television -\v
_listening to radio or stereo \O.dlO
_ attending concerts co,<-.£/U"1-
_ attendingtheater(plays)?\<:>'1
,
attending theater (musicals) "",/:;,;'(0.\
_ other,pleasespecify: c;~-\Ae,\
2. Do you attend live theater productions (plays, musicals, etc.)? the. q +er
_ yes (please continue) _ no (please skip to question'#20)
3. Whenyou attend live theater productions,how importantare of each of these to YOU? Please apply the followingscale:
5 = Extre~lI*J'ptit-*Juttielifery Important 3 ~.acee~t&'hat Important, and 1 = Not Im~t
i-:~;'~~1 _ variety of productions n:C1~.~ special services for elderly/and or handicapped
~~ ,~c....
f-r;ce.-_ ticketprice avo<,\ _ ticketavailability
1r'"e~\-\Q'-_ locationof theater eCA.5~ cff'l-'_ ease of purchasing tickets
S+:Cl",\cC _ location of seats leel V\ _ clE'.JInHnessof theater
f'0 (~"'j _ parking ~ lA\t-C"-._ availabilityof child-care
4. Whenyou attend theater productions, availabilityof which of these special programs would be of interest to XQIl?
(please mark all that apply).
s ~o..scV\ _ season subscription package
res.t r io.1 _ restaurant/playpackage deal
C:\A\ c-~"-C-\
" _ availability of child care servicescv..,r~(t _ performancesfor children
C+\,>Q.t-4 _ other,pleasespecify:
~
performances for singles s :V\':)
_ performances for minorities (VI \
'" ? e. r f
_ teen night performances 1-e<:,,,\ p€ (' f
_ performances for senior citizens ::,t-'\,\"~lf
5. If you indicated interest in a restaurant/package deal in question #4, please answer the following; otherwise please
skip to question #6.
If a restaurant/playpackage were available, I would be interested in the followingrestaurants:
bC\\L-'i'('( _ The Bakery _ Ross's ("C-s.s
()i",'~P~(_ TheOlympic _ JungleJim's j'-'Y'jIe.
V\~-~.~\0 _ TheMetropolitan _ Other,pleasesPecify: O+L'I~f5
c ~ rri _ The Capri
6. Have you ever attended the New American Theater (N.A.T.)? r\~t€Vel
_ yes (please continue) _no (please skip to question #9)
7. Haveyou attended New American Theater (N.A.T.) within the last year? ()crt-\6.sT
_ yes(pleasecontinue) _ no(pleaseskipto question#9) ,
8. How many times have you attended the N.A.T. within the last year? ~;yV\~__\6.s-t
_ once_ 2 or3 times_ 4 or5 times_ 6 timesormore
9. Do you attend local theaters other than N.A. T.? \0(..-\-
'"
e~T
_ yes(pleasecontinue) _ no
10. Do you attend non-local theaters in cities other than Rockford and DeKalb? r\()v\tce-\--~
yes no
-11. Which of the following special services would be of assistance to YOU while attending theater productions? Please mark
all that apply.
_ special near-stageseating for the visually impaired vis \J 0\ \ I'Y'1
_ special assistance to handicapped patrons (m wheel chairs, on crutches ...) hClI'i ~'fec-
_ childcareservices c ~
"
c u.. 1t
_ other, please specify o-\-her \\
12. Single performance prices at the N.A.T. range from $17 to $20, I consider this price: ~; fI<j\-2_pi
_ aboutwhatI expect. _ l~ thanI,expect. _ morethanI expect. ~
.')lifT 5'2CJLS6-vL:;f)~,:r.l-a~ r-e.v-''112,' (..Qv.. JS-iv5 -fv~~ t;.5z...vv--sf; 0 ~'1L¥'-r.)1</-..",)j.; t''t,:r''<-T t1!-<~1
l1:DlIiidefftl..spDisatJScriptionatDdl ~bptcS8S to $1<&fBrtIsiIt~depe~pthiriJallpCday and time). [J I'~
5<:>~.scYIf'
14. Are you interested in seeing new works (recent plays)? t1eV\j.~ c( \L.s
_ yes (pleasecontinue) _ no (pleaseskipto question#17)
15. Would you pay more than the regular ticket price to see new theater works? V\-\c ''C \~\e \Al
_ yes (please continue) _ no (please skip to question #17)
16. If you are willing to pay a premium to see new works, what is the MOST you would pay per ticket?
_ $20 (off-time)to $23 (premium-time)range (up to $3 over regular prices)
_ $22 (off-time) to $2S (premium-time) range ($3 up to $5 over regular prices).
_ $24 (off-time) to $27 (premium-time) range ($5 up to $7 over regular prices).
_ $26 (off-time) to $29 (premium-time) range ($7 up to $9 over regular prices).
-c.i -.::'~\'\" ~- ,..jI .
17. Are you interested in seeing popular productions such as "Guys & Dolls" or "Phantom of the Opera"?










18. Would you pay more than the regular ticket price to see a popular production? ~". c 0?-f~'f'
_ yes (pleasecontinue) _ no (pleaseskipto question#20)
19. If you are willing to pay a premium to see popular productions, what is the MOST you would pay per ticket? ({'elM f''' .
_ $20 (off-time) to $23 (premium-time) range (up to $3 over regular prices)
_ $22 (off-time) to $2S (premium-time) range ($3 up to $5 over regular prices).
_ $24 (off-time) to $27 (premium-time) range ($5 up to $7 over regular prices).
_ $26 (off-time) to $29 (premium-time) range ($7 up to $9 over regular prices).
20. Have you contributedmoney, time, services, or other resources to an arts organizationwithin the last year? co if\-\-
_ yes (please continue) _ no (please skip to question #23)
21. If you contributed, how was (were) your contribution(s) solicited?
Me.~\ _ by direct mail _by brochures IVTYC-i/--
:5-t0.3c_ _ by stage appeal _ by subscription renewal forms
(
~I/\ --<AI\f'O..t.
pi!l(e~_ by personal reque8l
0-1 t1el2 I _ other,pleasespecify
22. If you contributed, what is(are) your major reason(s) for contributing to an arts organization?
((''''''W'\~e-1_ communityservice _ taxdeduction+o.'Xd~d
COltlll\l'U.(+- commitmento thearts _ memorial(in memoryof ...) lV\,ew\.C(ii..kl
c..0 M W1t'\.QL- commitment to N.A. T.
f L .p
'
..,.~ other, nlease specify
O-r"!"-~, - ,.
Pleaseanswer questions If23if you indicate that you HAVE NOT contributed to an arts organization
within the last year. (If you answered 8008 to question 120)
23. H you did not contribute to an arts organization, what are your reasons for not contributing?
~ty.a.\\kn _ I feel my donation would be too small to help. . .
dol'\C.~Q(""i_ I prefer to donate to charities other 1ban the arts.
nC)Qt;.s _ I feel a donationwould not be used to my satisfaction.
1'10ClP:i' I was never approachedfor a donation.
l\odo~1e - I do not make charitabledonationsat all.
t)n...er [).3 _ Other, please specify
ALL RESPONDENTS, PLEASE CONTINUE.
24. I obtaininformationabout theater productionsthrough: (please mark all that apply.)
WCl,-., _ word of mouth _ pressreleases P,'f-S..s
rork~).4 _ radio station _ N.A.T. newsletter ,}Qt Y!-e\IV..5
tv ;Lf _ television _newspaper articles C(,- -frc I E:-
od _ newspaperad's
~+!.ter2t- other,pleasespecify:
25. I find it helpful when theaters send a postcard reminder of performances to my home. "r-' ,d-
yes no undecided I have never received these postcards.
?o~+{'<S ~stl'\O ?Cst~d\d.. F~t-1\W
The followingquestions are asked for dassification purposes only. Please continue.
26. How far from New American Theater, in Rockford, do you live? h ~ \Ai ~ \
_ within 5 miles _ 6-10miles_ 11-15miles 16-20miles 21-24miles more1ban
27. What is your sex? s e.~ male female
-
)'\vMf'2\~
28. How many persons are in your household? _ 1 4 5 or more
29. What is your age? C\J e-
under 18 18- 35 36 - 50 51 - 65 over65
- -
30. What is the occupation on the principal wage earner in your household?
_ professional _ agricultural
_ construction _ educational
_ managerial _ clerical
_ retired _ temporarily unemployoo
31. What is your annual Household income? JI\-c~:)Vv\L
_ less 1ban $20,000 _ 20,001 -35,000 _ 35,001 -50,000 _ 50,001 and over
32. Which of the following reflects the ethnic/racial composition of your household? If appropriate, you may check more
thanonecategory._ White _ African-American_ Hispanic_ Asian _ NativeAmerican
0..\1..~-\e.- 0.1 (,' <.Q v, lI\ ,~ (0..(\ ic... QS,o v', 1'\...,ii-r€-
33. To which radio station(s) do you listen to most often? Please list. C'Yfen rCl.d i' '
34. Which newspaper(s) do you read regularly? Please list. 0fe"1 v\~W_5
Thank you for completing this questionnaire. Please be assured your reply is strictly confidential. Your kind participation
in this survey greatly enhances our ability to serve you and your community with quality entertainment.
t printer on.
t screen off.
QUENCIES /VARIABLES ALL /STATISTICS ALL.
Memory allows a total of
There also may be up to
8329 Values, accumulated across all Variables.





Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
1 1 1.1 1.1 1.1
II
2 1 1.1 1.1 2.1
3 1 1.1 1.1 3.2
4 1 1.1 1.1 4.3
I
5 1 1.1 1.1 5.3
6 1 1.1 1.1 6.4
7 1 1.1 1.1 7.4
8 1 1.1 1.1 8.5
I 9 1 1.1 1.1 9.610 1 1.1 1.1 10.6
11 1 1.1 1.1 11.7
I 12 1 1.1 1.1 12.813 1 1.1 1.1 13.8
14 1 1.1 1.1 14.9
I
15 1 1.1 1.1 16.0
16 1 1.1 1.1 17.0
17 1 1.1 1.1 18.1
18 1 1.1 1.1 19.1
I 19 1 1.1 1.1 20.220 1 1.1 1.1 21.3
21 1 1.1 1.1 22.3
I
22 1 1.1 1.1 23.4
23 1 1.1 1.1 24.5
24 1 1.1 1.1 25.5
I
25 1 1.1 1.1 26.6
26 1 1.1 1.1 27.7
27 1 1.1 1.1 28.7
28 1 1.1 1.1 29.8
I
29 1 1.1 1.1 30.9
30 1 1.1 1.1 31. 9
31 1 1.1 1.1 33.0
I
32 1 1.1 1.1 34.0
33 1 1.1 1.1 35.1
34 1 1.1 1.1 36.2
I
35 1 1.1 1.1 37.2
36 1 1.1 1.1 38.3
37 1 1.1 1.1 39.4
101 1 1.1 1.1 40.4
I
102 1 1.1 1.1 41.5
103 1 1.1 1.1 42.6
104 1 1.1 1.1 43.6
I
105 1 1.1 1.1 44.7
106 1 1.1 1.1 45.7
107 1 1.1 1.1 46.8
300 1 1.1 1.1 47.9
I 301 1 1.1 1.1 48.9302 1 1.1 1.1 50.0
303 1 1.1 1.1 51.1
I
304 1 1.1 1.1 52.1
305 1 1.1 1.1 53.2
306 1 1.1 1.1 54.3
18
SPSS/PC+ 5/6/94
307 1 1.1 1.1 55.3
308 1 1.1 1.1 56.4
309 1 1.1 1.1 57.4
310 1 1.1 1.1 58.5
311 1 1.1 1.1 59.6
312 1 1.1 1.1 60.6
313 1 1.1 1.1 61.7
314 1 1.1 1.1 62.8
315 1 1.1 1.1 63.8
316 1 1.1 1.1 64.9
317 1 1.1 1.1 66.0
318 1 1.1 1.1 67.0
319 1 1.1 1.1 68.1
320 1 1.1 1.1 69.1
321 1 1.1 1.1 70.2
322 1 1.1 1.1 71.3
323 1 1.1 1.1 72.3
324 1 1.1 1.1 73.4
325 1 1.1 1.1 74.5
326 1 1.1 1.1 75.5
327 1 1.1 1.1 76.6
328 1 1.1 1.1 77.7
329 1 1.1 1.1 78.7
330 1 1.1 1.1 79.8
331 1 1.1 1.1 80.9
332 1 1.1 1.1 81.9
333 1 1.1 1.1 83.0
334 1 1.1 1.1 84.0
335 1 1.1 1.1 85.1
336 1 1.1 1.1 86.2
337 1 1.1 1.1 87.2
338 1 1.1 1.1 88.3
339 1 1.1 1.1 89.4
340 1 1.1 1.1 90.4
341 1 1.1 1.1 91.5
342 1 1.1 1.1 92.6
343 1 1.1 1.1 93.6
344 1 1.1 1.1 94.7
345 1 1.1 1.1 95.7
346 1 1.1 1.1 96.8
347 1 1.1 1.1 97.9
348 1 1.1 1.1 98.9
349 1 1.1 1.1 100.0
------- ------- -------
Total 94 100.0 100.0
Valid Cum
Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 12 12.8 12.8 12.8
1 82 87.2 87.2 100.0
------- ------- -------






















modes exist. The smallest value is shown.















ean .872 Std err .035 Median 1.000
ode 1.000 Std dev .335 Variance .113
urtosis 3.211 S E Kurt .493 Skewness -2.268
ESkew .249 Range 1.000 Minimum .000
aximum 1.000 Sum 82.000
alid cases 94 Missing cases 0
IO
Valid Cum
Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 15 16.0 16.0 16.0
1 79 84.0 84.0 100.0
------- ------- -------
Total 94 100.0 100.0
SPSS/PC+
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
I
5/6/94
ean .840 Std err .038 Median 1.000
ode 1.000 Std dev .368 Variance .136
rtosis 1.604 S E Kurt .493 Skewness -1.889
ESkew .249 Range 1.000 Minimum .000
imum 1.000 Sum 79.000
94 Missing cases 0
Valid Cum
lue Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 30 31.9 31.9 31.9
1 64 68.1 68.1 100.0
------- ------- -------
Total 94 100.0 100.0
SPSS/PC+






le Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
a 6 6.4 6.4 6.4
1 88 93.6 93.6 100.0
------- ------- -------
































Ld cases Missing cases94 a
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
5/6/94
II
ean .936 Std err .025 Median 1.000
ode 1.000 Std dev .246 Variance .060
urtosis 11.395 S E Kurt .493 Skewness -3.627
ESkew .249 Range 1.000 Minimum .000
aximum 1.000 Sum 88.000
94 Missing cases 0
SICAL
Valid Cum
Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 21 22.3 22.3 22.3
1 73 77.7 77.7 100.0
------- ------- -------
Total 94 100.0 100.0
spssjpc+




.043 Median 1.0001.000 Std dev
.419 Variance
.175
-.183 S E Kurt
.493 Skewness
-1.350
.249 Range 1.000 Minimum
.0001.000 Sum 73.000
94 Missing cases 0
Valid CumValue Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 86 91.5 91.5 91.51 8 8.5 8.5 100.0























'alue Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 18 19.1 19.1 19.1
1 76 80.9 80.9 100.0
------- ------- -------








































.041 Median 1.0001.000 Std dev
.396 Variance
.156
.551 S E Kurt
.493 Skewness
-1.594
.249 Range 1.000 Minimum
.0001.000 Sum 76.000
alid cases 94 Missing cases 0
Valid CumValue Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 51 54.3 54.3 54.31 43 45.7 45.7 100.0
-------
-------
-------Total 94 100.0 100.0
SPSS/PC~
5/6/94









Valid CumLabel Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
"
0 88 93.6 93.6 93.6
1 6 6.4 6.4 100.0
------- ------- -------






































94 Missing cases o
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
. Valid CumValueLabel Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
~0 85 90.4 90.4 90.41 9 9.6 9.6 100.0
------- ------- -------
Total 94 100.0 100.0





























"alid cases 94 Missing cases o
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Valid Cum
Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 2 2.1 2.2 2.2
1 91 96.8 97.8 100.0
1 1.1 Missing
------- ------- -------














































Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
2 2 2.1 2.3 2.3
3 6 6.4 6.8 9.1
4 27 28.7 30.7 39.8
5 53 56.4 60.2 100.0
6 6.4 Missing
------- ------- -------


































- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
5/6/94
. Valid CumValueLabel Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
.
0 1 1.1 1.2 1.2
1 1 1.1 1.2 2.3
2 7 7.4 8.1 10.5
.
3 24 25.5 27.9 38.4
4 30 31. 9 34.9 73.3
5 23 24.5 26.7 100.0
8 8.5 Missing
------- ------- -------








































Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
1 6 6.4 6.9 6.9
2 24 25.5 27.6 34.5
3 22 23.4 25.3 59.8
4 19 20.2 21.8 81.6
5 16 17.0 18.4 100.0
7 7.4 Missing
------- ------- -------





















































Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
1 8 8.5 9.5 9.5
2 27 28.7 32.1 41.7
3 24 25.5 28.6 70.2
4 17 18.1 20.2 90.5
5 8 8.5 9.5 100.0
10 10.6 Missing
------- ------- -------









































Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
2 9 9.6 10.6 10.6
3 30 31.9 35.3 45.9
4 26 27.7 30.6 76.5
5 20 21.3 23.5 100.0
9 9.6 Missing
------- ------- -------



































- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Valid Cum
Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
1 3 3.2 3.5 3.5
2 29 30.9 33.7 37.2
3 29 30.9 33.7 70.9
4 17 18.1 19.8 90.7
5 8 8.5 9.3 100.0
8 8.5 Missing
------- ------- -------













































Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 1 1.1 1.2 1.2
1 64 68.1 78.0 79.3
2 9 9.6 11.0 90.2
3 4 4.3 4.9 95.1
4 1 1.1 1.2 96.3
5 3 3.2 3.7 100.0
12 12.8 Missing
------- ------- -------
































* Multiple modes exist. The smallest value is shown.
Valid cases 86 Missing cases 8
~:A:







II Valid CumValue Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
I 0 1 1.1 1.2 1.2
1 62 66.0 74.7 75.9
I
2 9 9.6 10.8 86.7
3 6 6.4 7.2 94.0
4 2 2.1 2.4 96.4
5 3 3.2 3.6 100.0
I 11 11.7 Missing
------- ------- -------

































alid cases Missing cases82 12





Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
1 6 6.4 7.3 7.3
2 13 13.8 15.9 23.2
3 35 37.2 42.7 65.9
4 19 20.2 23.2 89.0
5 9 9.6 11. 0 100.0
12 12.8 Missing
------- ------- -------











































ean 3.146 Std err .117 Median 3.000
ode 3.000 Std dev 1.056 Variance 1.114
urtosis
-.264 S E Kurt .526 Skewness
-.106ESkew .266 Range 4.000 Minimum 1.000
aximum 5.000 Sum 258.000
alid cases 82 Missing cases 12
Valid Cum
alue Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 1 1.1 1.2 1.2
1 3 3.2 3.5 4.7
2 12 12.8 14.1 18.8
3 35 37.2 41.2 60.0
4 19 20.2 22.4 82.4
5 15 16.0 17.6 100.0
9 9.6 Missing
------- ------- -------
Total 94 100.0 100.0
SPSS/PC+
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
5/6/94
Valid CumValue Frequency Percent Percent Percent
1 1 1.1 1.2 1.22 6 6.4 7.1 8.23 29 30.9 34.1 42.44 33 35.1 38.8 81.25 16 17.0 18.8 100.0
9 9.6 Missing
-------













































ean 1.125 Std err .067 Median 1.000
ode 1.000 Std dev .603 Variance .364
urtosis 24.184 S E Kurt .532 Skewness 4.557
ESkew .269 Range 5.000 Minimum .000
aximum 5.000 Sum 90.000
80 Missing cases 14
Valid Cum
Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 30 31.9 33.7 33.7
1 57 60.6 64.0 97.8
4 2 2.1 2.2 100.0
5 5.3 Missing
------- ------- -------
Total 94 100.0 100.0
184 SPSS/PC+ 5/6/94
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Valid CumValue Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 41 43.6 46.1 46.1
1 46 48.9 51.7 97.8
2 1 1.1 1.1 98.9
4 1 1.1 1.1 100.0
5 5.3 Missing
------- ------- -------




































- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
5/6/94
. Valid Cum
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
. 0 82 87.2 92.1 92.11 7 7.4 7.9 100.0
5 5.3 Missing
------- ------- -------









































.073Kurtosis 8.327 S E Kurt
.506 Skewness 3.184S ESkew
.255 Range 1.000 Minimum
.000aximum 1.000 Sum 7.000
alid cases 89 Missing cases 5
Valid CumValue Frequency Percent Percent Percent
a 74 78.7 83.1 83.11 15 16.0 16.9 100.05 5.3 Missing
-------
-------
-------Total 94 100.0 100.0
_age 187
SPSS/PC+







Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 84 89.4 96.6 96.6
1 3 3.2 3.4 100.0
7 7.4 Missing
------- ------- -------


































- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Valid Cum
alue Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 78 83.0 87.6 87.6
1 11 11. 7 12.4 100.0
5 5.3 Missing
------- ------- -------

































87 Missing cases 7
INGPERF
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
5/6/94
Valid Cum
Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 81 86.2 91.0 91.0
1 8 8.5 9.0 100.0
5 5.3 Missing
------- ------- -------





























- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
5/6/94;
Valid Cum
Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 77 81.9 86.5 86.5
1 11 11.7 12.4 98.9
3 1 1.1 1.1 100.0
5 5.3 Missing
------- ------- -------


































- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
ean .157 Std err .048 Median .000
ode .000 Std dev .450 Variance .202
urtosis 17.981 S E Kurt .506 Skewness 3.739
ESkew .255 Range 3.000 Minimum .000
aximum 3.000 Sum 14.000
alid cases 89 Missing cases 5
Valid Cum
Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 66 70.2 74.2 74.2
1 22 23.4 24.7 98.9
3 1 1.1 1.1 100.0
5 5.3 Missing
------- ------- -------
Total 94 100.0 100.0
SPSS/PC+ 5/6/94
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
ean .281 Std err .055 Median .000
ode .000 Std dev .522 Variance .272
urtosis 6.884 S E Kurt .506 Skewness 2.192
ESkew .255 Range 3.000 Minimum .000
aximum 3.000 Sum 25.000
cases 89 Missing cases 5
Valid Cum
Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 35 37.2 63.6 63.6
1 20 21.3 36.4 100.0
39 41.5 Missing
------- ------- -------
Total 94 100.0 100.0
SPSS/PC+ 5/6/94








-1.724 S E Kurt
.634 Skewness
.583ESkew
.322 Range 1.000 Minimum
.000aximum 1.000 Sum 20.000
alid cases 55 Missing cases 39
Valid CumValue Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 40 42.6 71.4 71.41 15 16.0 26.8 98.24 1 1.1 1.8 100.038 40.4 Missing
-------
-------
-------Total 94 100.0 100.0
SPSS/PC+








.446urtosis 15.446 S E Kurt
.628 Skewness 3.276ESkew
.319 Range 4.000 Minimum
.000aximum 4.000 Sum 19.000
alid cases 56 Missing cases 38
Valid CumValue Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 23 24.5 41.1 41.11 32 34.0 57.1 98.25 1 1.1 1.8 100.038 40.4 Missing
-------
-------
-------Total 94 100.0 100.0
SPSS/PC+
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
ean .661 Std err
.103 Median 1.000
ode 1.000 Std dev .769 Variance .592
urtosis 17.630 S E Kurt .628 Skewness 3.160ESkew .319 Range 5.000 Minimum .000
aximum 5.000 Sum 37.000
56 Missing cases 38
Valid Cum
Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 45 47.9 81.8 81.8
1 10 10.6 18.2 100.0
39 41.5 Missing
------- ------- -------
Total 94 100.0 100.0
age 196 SPSS/PC+
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Valid CumLabel Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 42 44.7 76.4 76.4
1 13 13.8 23.6 100.0
39 41.5 Missing
------- ------- -------











































alue Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 26 27.7 46.4 46.4
1 29 30.9 51.8 98.2
4 1 1.1 1.8 100.0
38 40.4 Missing
------- ------- -------































alid cases 55 Missing cases 39




ean .589 Std err
.091 Median 1.000
ode 1.000 Std dev
.682 Variance .465urtosis 9.914 S E Kurt
.628 Skewness 2.165ESkew .319 Range 4.000 Minimum .000aximum 4.000 Sum 33.000
56 Missing cases 38
Valid Cum
Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 49 52.1 87.5 87.5
1 6 6.4 10.7 98.2
4 1 1.1 1.8 100.0
38 40.4 Missing
------- ------- -------
Total 94 100.0 100.0
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
ean .179 Std err .081 Median
.000
ode .000 Std dev .606 Variance .368
urtosis 29.261 S E Kurt .628 Skewness 4.980ESkew .319 Range 4.000 Minimum .000
aximum 4.000 Sum 10.000
alid cases 56 Missing cases 38
Valid Cum
Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 1 1.1 1.1 1.1
1 91 96.8 98.9 100.0
2 2.1 Missing
------- ------- -------
Total 94 100.0 100.0
200 SPSS/PC+ 5/6/94
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
ean
.989 Std err
.011 Median 1.000ode 1.000 Std dev
.104 Variance
.011urtosis 92.000 S E Kurt
.498 Skewness
-9.592ESkew
.251 Range 1.000 Minimum
.000aximum 1.000 Sum 91.000
92 Missing cases 2
Valid CumValue Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 15 16.0 16.5 16.51 76 80.9 83.5 100.03 3.2 Missing
-------
-------
-------Total 94 100.0 100.0
5/6/
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
ean
.835 Std err
.039 Median 1.000ode 1.000 Std dev
.373 Variance
.139urtosis 1.405 S E Kurt
.500 Skewness
-1.837ESkew .253 Range 1.000 Minimum
.000aximum 1.000 Sum 76.000
alid cases 91 Missing cases 3
Valid CumValue Frequency Percent Percent Percent




-------Total 94 100.0 100.0
202 SPSS/PC+ 5/6/94
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
IMELAST
Valid Cum
Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 54 57.4 59.3 59.3
1 37 39.4 40.7 100.0
3 3.2 Missing
------- ------- -------








































-1.893 S E Kurt
.500 Skewness
.387
.253 Range 1.000 Minimum
.0001.000 Sum 37.000
91 Missing cases 3
Valid CumValue Frequency Percent Percent Percent








- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
ean 2.024 Std err
.162 Median 2.000ode 2.000 Std dev 1.037 Variance 1.074
urtosis
-.432 S E Kurt
.724 Skewness .799ESkew .369 Range 3.000 Minimum 1.000aximum 4.000 Sum 83.000
41 Missing cases 53
Valid Cum
Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
2 1 1.1 1.1 1.1
3 11 11.7 12.6 13.8
4 38 40.4 43.7 57.5
5 37 39.4 42.5 100.0
7 7.4 Missing
------- ------- -------
Total 94 100.0 100.0
SPSS/PC+ 5/6/94
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
ean 4.276 Std err
.078 Median 4.000ode 4.000 Std dev
.726 Variance .528urtosis
-.136 S E Kurt
.511 Skewness
-.664ESkew .258 Range 3.000 Minimum 2.000aximum 5.000 Sum 372.000
87 Missing cases 7
Valid Cum
Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
2 2 2.1 2.4 2.4
3 24 25.5 28.2 30.6
4 35 37.2 41.2 71.8
5 24 25.5 28.2 100.0
9 9.6 Missing
------- ------- -------
Total 94 100.0 100.0
SPSS/PC+
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
ean 3.953 Std err
.088 Median 4.000ode 4.000 Std dev
.815 Variance
.664urtosis
-.859 S E Kurt
.517 Skewness
-.183ESkew
.261 Range 3.000 Minimum 2.000aximum 5.000 Sum 336.000
85 Missing cases 9
RICEll
Valid Cumalue Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
1 1 1.1 1.2 1.22 9 9.6 10.5 11.63 33 35.1 38.4 50.04 30 31.9 34.9 84.95 13 13.8 15.1 100.08 8.5 Missing
-------
-------
-------Total 94 100.0 100.0
SPSS/PC+
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
5/Q/~4
ean 3.523 Std err .099 Median 3.500
ode 3.000 Std dev .917 Variance .841
urtosis
-.342 S E Kurt .514 Skewness
-.117
ESkew .260 Range 4.000 Minimum 1.000
aximum 5.000 Sum 303.000
86 Missing cases 8
Valid Cum
Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
1 1 1.1 1.2 1.2
2 8 8.5 9.3 10.5
3 29 30.9 33.7 44.2
4 30 31.9 34.9 79.1
5 18 19.1 20.9 100.0
8 8.5 Missing
------- ------- -------
Total 94 100.0 100.0
.208 SPSS/PC+ 5/6/94
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Valid Cum
Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
1 1 1.1 1.2 1.2
2 1 1.1 1.2 2.4
3 19 20.2 22.4 24.7
4 33 35.1 38.8 63.5
5 31 33.0 36.5 100.0
9 9.6 Missing
------- ------- -------



























- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
ean 4.082 Std err
.094 Median 4.000ode 4.000 Std dev
.862 Variance
.743urtosis
.528 S E Kurt
.517 Skewness
-.732S ESkew
.261 Range 4.000 Minimum 1.000aximum 5.000 Sum 347.000
85 Missing cases 9
Valid CumValue Frequency Percent Percent Percent
1 4 4.3 4.6 4.62 17 18.1 19.5 24.13 29 30.9 33.3 57.54 28 29.8 32.2 89.75 9 9.6 10.3 100.07 7.4 Missing
-------
-------
-------Total 94 100.0 100.0
SPSS/PC+
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
5/6/94
ean 3.241 Std err
.111 Median 3.000ode 3.000 Std dev 1.034 Variance 1.069urtosis
-.524 S E Kurt
.511 Skewness
-.181ESkew .258 Range 4.000 Minimum 1.000aximum 5.000 Sum 282.000
87 Missing cases 7
Valid CumValue Frequency Percent Percent Percent




-------Total 94 100.0 100.0
SPSS/PC+
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
3.727 Std err
.196 Median 1,0005.000 Std dev 1.12{; Varlance 1.267-1.318 S E Kurt
.798 Skewness
-.260.409 Range 3.000 Minimum 2.0005.000 Sum 123.000
33 Missing cases 61
Valid CumValue Frequency Percent Percent Percent
1 1 1.1 3.1 3.12 5 5.3 15.6 18.83 10 10.6 31.3 50.04 8 8.5 25.0 75.05 8 8.5 25.0 100.062 66.0 Missing
-------
-------
-------Total 94 100.0 100.0
212 SPSS!PC+
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
5/6/94
Valid CumValue Frequency Percent Percent Percent
2 3 3.2 3.9 3.93 24 25.5 31.2 35.14 33 35.1 42.9 77.95 17 18.1 22.1 100.017 18.1 Missing
-------
-------

































- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
5/6/94
Valid CumValue Frequency Percent Percent Percent




































- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
3.864 Std err
.099 Median 4.0004.000 Std dev
.891 Variance
.794
-.767 S E Kurt
.529 Skewness
-.270
.267 Range 3.000 Minimum 2.0005.000 Sum 313.000
81 Missing cases 13
Valid CumValue Frequency Percent Percent Percent




-------Total 94 100.0 100.0
11
SPSS/PC+ 5/6/94
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - -
Valid CumValue Frequency Percent Percent Percent
1 9 9.6 60.0 60.02 3 3.2 20.0 80.03 3 3.2 20.0 100.079 84.0 Missing
-------
-------



























- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
SPSS/PC+ 5/6/94
ICAll
ean 1.600 Std err
.214 Median 1.000de 1.000 Std dev
.828 Variance
.686rtosis
-.785 S E Kurt 1.121 Skewness
.941ESkew
.580 Range 2.000 Minimum 1.000aximum 3.000 Sum 24.000
alid cases 15 Missing cases 79
IO
Valid Cumlue Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent




-------Total 94 100.0 100.0








-.717 S E Kurt
.503 Skewness 1.140S ESkew
.254 Range 1.000 Minimum
.000aximum 1.000 Sum 23.000
cases 90 Missing cases 4
Valid CumValue Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 29 30.9 87.9 87.91 4 4.3 12.1 100.061 64.9 Missing
-------
-------
-------Total 94 100.0 100.0
SPSS!PC+




.000de .000 Std dev
.331 Variance
.110rtosis 4.170 S E Kurt
.798 Skewness 2.433ESkew .409 Range 1.000 Minimum .000ximum 1.000 Sum 4.000
33 Missing cases 61
Valid Cum
Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 27 28.7 81.8 81.8
1 6 6.4 18.2 100.0
61 64.9 Missing
------- ------- -------
Total 94 100.0 100.0
SPSS/PC+ 5/6/94






.1531.051 S E Kurt
.798 Skewness 1.730.409 Range 1.000 Minimum
.0001.000 Sum 6.000
cases 33 Missing cases 61
Valid CumValue Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 30 31.9 90.9 90.91 3 3.2 9.1 100.061 64.9 Missing
-------
-------
-------Total 94 100.0 100.0
SPSS/PC+
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
5/6/94:
.091 Std err .051 Median .000
.000 Std dev
.292 Variance .0857.343 S E Kurt .798 Skewness 2.983
.409 Range 1.000 Minimum .0001.000 Sum 3.000
33 Missing cases 61
Valid Cum
Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 28 29.8 84.8 84.8
1 5 5.3 15.2 100.0
61 64.9 Missing
------- ------- -------
Total 94 100.0 100.0
SPSS/PC+ 5/6/9.<:, j.







.133rtosis 2.287 S E Kurt
.798 Skewness 2.038ESkew
.409 Range 1.000 Minimum
.000ximum 1.000 Sum 5.000
33 Missing cases 61
Valid CumValue Frequency Percent Percent Percent




-------Total 94 100.0 100.0
SPSS/PC+ 5/6/94
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
ean 1.360 Std err
.080 Median 1.000de 1.000 Std dev
.757 Variance
.574rtosis
.966 S E Kurt
.506 Skewness 1.696S ESkew
.255 Range 2.000 Minimum 1.000ximum 3.000 Sum 121. 000
89 Missing cases 5
Valid CumValue Frequency Percent Percent Percent




-------Total 94 100.0 100.0
223 SPSS/PC+ 5/6/94
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Valid Cum
Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 10 10.6 11.6 11.6
1 76 80.9 88.4 100.0
8 8.5 Missing
------- ------- -------






























- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
an .884 Std err
.035 Median 1.000de 1.000 Std dev
.322 Variance .104
rtosis 4.031 S E Kurt
.514 Skewness
-2.437ESkew .260 Range 1.000 Minimum .000imum 1.000 Sum 76.000
lid cases 86 Missing cases 8
Valid Cum
lue Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 39 41.5 48.1 48.1
1 42 44.7 51.9 100.0
13 13.8 Missing
------- ------- -------
Total 94 100.0 100.0
SPSS/PC+ 5/6/94
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
.519 Std err .056 Median 1.000
1.000 Std dev .503 Variance .253
-2.045 S E Kurt .529 Skewness -.076
.267 Range 1.000 Minimum .000
1.000 Sum 42.000
lid cases 81 Missing cases 13
Valid Cum
Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
1 12 12.8 27.3 27.3
2 12 12.8 27.3 54.5
3 11 11.7 25.0 79.5
4 9 9.6 20.5 100.0
50 53.2 Missing
------- ------- -------
Total 94 100.0 100.0
SPSS/PC+ 5/6/94
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Valid Cum
lue Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 14 14.9 15.7 15.7
1 75 79.8 84.3 100.0
5 5.3 Missing
------- ------- -------

























modes exist.. The smallest value is shown.
lid cases 44 Missing cases 50
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
.843 Std err .039 Median 1.000
1.000 Std dev .366 Variance .134
1.705 S E Kurt .506 Skewness -1.915
.255 Range 1.000 Minimum .000
1.000 Sum 75.000
lid cases 89 Missing cases 5
Valid Cum
alue Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 15 16.0 19.5 19.5
1 62 66.0 80.5 100.0
17 18.1 Missing
------- ------- -------
Total 94 100.0 100.0
SPSS/PC+ 5/6/94
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
.805 Std err .045 Median 1.000
1.000 Std dev .399 Variance .159
.483 S E Kurt .541 Skewness -1.572
.274 Range 1.000 Minimum .000
1.000 Sum 62.000
lid cases 77 Missing cases 17
Valid Cum
lue Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
1 12 12.8 19.0 19.0
2 16 17.0 25.4 44.4
3 18 19.1 28.6 73.0
4 17 18.1 27.0 100.0
31 33.0 Missing
------- ------- -------
Total 94 100.0 100.0
SPSS/PC+
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
5/6/
Valid Cum
Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
1 48 51.1 56.5 56.5
2 30 31. 9 35.3 91. 8
3 7 7.4 8.2 100.0
9 9.6 Missing
------- ------- -------
































- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Valid Cum
Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
1 3 3.2 4.3 4.3
2 22 23.4 31. 9 36.2
3 38 40.4 55.1 91.3
4 6 6.4 8.7 100.0
25 26.6 Missing
------- ------- -------




























- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Valid Cum
Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 52 55.3 59.1 59.1
1 34 36.2 38.6 97.7
2 2 2.1 2.3 100.0
6 6.4 Missing
------- ------- -------


































-.623 S E Kurt
.508 Skewness
.720
.257 Range 2.000 Minimum .0002.000 Sum 38.000
lid cases 88 Missing cases 6
IL
Valid Cumalue Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 34 36.2 75.6 75.6
1 11 11.7 24.4 100.0
49 52.1 Missing
------- ------- -------
Total 94 100.0 100.0
SPSS/PC+ 5/6/94
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
.244 Std err .065 Median .000
.000 Std dev .435 Variance .189
-.510 S E Kurt .695 Skewness 1.231
.354 Range 1.000 Minimum .000
1.000 Sum 11.000
lid cases 45 Missing cases 49
Valid Cum
Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 35 37.2 77.8 77.8
1 10 10.6 22.2 100.0
49 52.1 Missing
------- ------- -------
Total 94 100.0 100.0
234 SPSS/PC+ 5/6/94
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
.222 Std err .063 Median .000
.000 Std dev .420 Variance .177
-.094 S E Kurt .695 Skewness 1.383
.354 Range 1.000 Minimum .000
1.000 Sum 10.000
lid cases 45 Missing cases 49
Valid Cum
Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 32 34.0 71.1 71.1
1 13 13.8 28.9 100.0
49 52.1 Missing
------- ------- -------
Total 94 100.0 100.0
SPSS/PC+









-1.123 S E Kurt
.695 Skewness
.964S ESkew
.354 Range 1.000 Minimum
.000aximum 1.000 Sum 13.000
45 Missing cases 49
Valid Cumalue Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent




-------Total 94 100.0 100.0
SPSS/PC+
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
.089 Std err .043 Median .000
.000 Std dev .288 Variance .083
7.260 S E Kurt .695 Skewness 2.990
.354 Range 1.000 Minimum .000
1.000 Sum 4.000
45 Missing cases 49
Valid Cum
Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 41 43.6 91.1 91.1
1 4 4.3 8.9 100.0
49 52.1 Missing
------- ------- -------
Total 94 100.0 100.0
237 SPSS/PC+






.0837.260 S E Kurt
.695 Skewness 2.990
.354 Range 1.000 Minimum
.0001.000 Sum 4.000
45 Missing cases 49
Valid Cumalue Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 32 34.0 71.1 71.11 13 13.8 28.9 100.0
49 52.1 Missing
------- -------
-------Total 94 100.0 100.0
SPSS/PC+
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
.289 Std err .068 Median .000
.000 Std dev .458 Variance .210
-1.123 S E Kurt .695 Skewness .964
.354 Range 1.000 Minimum .000
1.000 Sum 13.000
45 Missing cases 49
Valid Cum
alue Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 36 38.3 81.8 81.8
1 8 8.5 18.2 100.0
50 53.2 Missing
------- ------- -------
Total 94 100.0 100.0
SPSS/PC+








.961 S E Kurt
.702 Skewness 1.709S ESkew
.357 Range 1.000 Minimum
.000aximum 1.000 Sum 8.000
44 Missing cases 50
Valid CumValue Frequency Percent Percent Percent




-------Total 94 100.0 100.0
SPSS/PC+






-1.853 S E Kurt
.702 Skewness
.483
.357 Range 1.000 Minimum
.0001.000 Sum 17.000
44 Missing cases 50
Valid CumValue Frequency Percent Percent Percent




-------Total 94 100.0 100.0
SPSS/PC+
5/6/94
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
.568 Std err
.076 Median .1.000
~1.000 Std dev .501 Variance .25~
-2.012 S E Kurt .702 Skewness
-.285
.~'S, "Ra.nge 'l..~~~ Ml.nl.mum
.0001.000 Sum 25.000
44 Missing cases 50
Valid Cum
alue Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 44 46.8 100.0 100.0
50 53.2 Missing
------- ------- -------
Total 94 100.0 100.0
SPSS/PC+
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Valid CumValue Frequency Percent Percent Percent
a 41 43.6 93.2 93.21 3 3.2 6.8 100.050 53.2 Missing



























.06511.094 S E Kurt
.702 Skewness 3.548
.357 Range 1.000 Minimum
.0001.000 Sum 3.000
44 Missing cases 50
Valid Cum
alue Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 42 44.7 95.5 95.5
1 2 2.1 4.5 100.0
50 53.2 Missing
------- ------- -------
Total 94 100.0 100.0
244 SPSS/PC+







.044urtosis 19.306 S E Kurt
.702 Skewness 4.520S E Skew
.357 Range 1.000 Minimum
.000aximum 1.000 Sum 2.000
44 Missing cases 50
Valid Cumalue Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent




-------Total 94 100.0 100.0
SPSS/PC+
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Mean 1.529 Std err
.128 Median 1.000ode 1.000 Std dev
.748 Variance
.560urtosis 2.360 S E Kurt
.788 Skewness 1.509S ESkew
.403 Range 3.000 Minimum 1.000aximum 4.000 Sum 52.000
34 Missing cases 60
Valid CumValue Frequency Percent Percent Percent




-------Total 94 100.0 100.0
SPSS/PC+
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
5/6/
2.818 Std err .182 Median 3.000
2.000 Std dev 1.044 Variance 1.091
-.558 S E Kurt .798 Skewness .387
.409 Range 4.000 Minimum 1.000
5.000 Sum 93.000
alid cases 33 Missing cases 61
Valid Cum
alue Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 51 54.3 83.6 83.6
1 10 10.6 16.4 100.0
33 35.1 Missing
------- ------- -------
Total 94 100.0 100.0
SPSS/PC+







.139urtosis 1.514 S E Kurt
.604 Skewness 1.862S ESkew .306 Range 1.000 Minimum
.000aximum 1.000 Sum 10.000
61 Missing cases 33
Valid Cum
Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 38 40.4 62.3 62.3
1 23 24.5 37.7 100.0
33 35.1 Missing
------- ------- -------
Total 94 100.0 100.0
SPSS/PC+
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Mean .377 Std err
.063 Median
.000ode .000 Std dev
.489 Variance
.239urtosis
-1.789 S E Kurt .604 Skewness
.520S ESkew .306 Range 1.000 Minimum
.000aximum 1.000 Sum 23.000
alid cases 61 Missing cases 33
Valid Cumalue Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 59 62.8 98.3 98.3
1 1 1.1 1.7 100.0
34 36.2 Missing
------- ------- -------
Total 94 100.0 100.0
SPSS/PC+





.01760.000 S E Kurt
.608 Skewness 7.746
.309 Range 1.000 Minimum
.0001.000 Sum 1.000
60 Missing cases 34
Valid CumLabel Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 51 54.3 85.0 85.01 9 9.6 15.0 100.034 36.2 Missing
-------
-------
-------Total 94 100.0 100.0
SPSS!PC+
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Mean .150 Std err .046 Median .000
ode .000 Std dev .360 Variance .130
urtosis 2.114 S E Kurt .608 Skewness 2.011
S ESkew .309 Range 1.000 Minimum .000
aximum 1.000 Sum 9.000
60 Missing cases 34
Valid Cum
alue Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 58 61.7 96.7 96.7
1 2 2.1 3.3 100.0
34 36.2 Missing
------- ------- -------
Total 94 100.0 100.0
SPSS/PC+







.000 Std de v
.181 Variance
.033urtosis 27.360 S E Kurt
.608 Skewness 5.334S ESkew .309 Range 1.000 Minimum .000aximum 1.000 Sum 2.000
alid cases 60 Missing cases 34
Valid Cumalue Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 49 52.1 81.7 81.7
1 11 11.7 18.3 100.0
34 36.2 Missing
------- ------- -------
Total 94 100.0 100.0







.846 S E Kurt
.608 Skewness 1.679
.309 Range 1.000 Minimum
.0001.000 Sum 11.000
60 Missing cases 34
Valid Cum
Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 1 1.1 1.1 1.1
1 2 2.1 2.3 3.4
2 15 16.0 17.0 20.5
3 42 44.7 47.7 68.2
4 22 23.4 25.0 93.2
5 6 6.4 6.8 100.0
6 6.4 Missing
------- ------- -------
Total 94 100.0 100.0
SPSS/PC+
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Valid CumValue Frequency Percent Percent Percent












































-1.661 S E Kurt
.503 Skewness
.614.254 Range 1.000 Minimum
.0001.000 Sum 32.000
90 Missing cases 4
Valid CumValue Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 1 1.1 1.2 1.21 21 22.3 24.7 25.92 3 3.2 3.5 29.43 17 18.1 20.0 49.44 43 45.7 50.6 100.09 9.6 Missing
-------
-------
-------Total 94 100.0 100.0
SPSS!PC+
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Valid Cum
Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 79 84.0 90.8 90.8
1 8 8.5 9.2 100.0
7 7.4 Missing
------- ------- -------



























- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Valid Cum
alue Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
1 2 2.1 25.0 25.0
2 6 6.4 75.0 100.0
86 91.5 Missing
------- ------- -------



































87 Missing cases 7
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
5/6/
1.750 Std err .164 Median 2.000
2.000 Std dev .463 Variance .214
.000 S E Kurt 1.481 Skewness
-1.440
.752 Range 1.000 Minimum 1.000
2.000 Sum 14.000
8 Missing cases 86
Valid Cum
lue Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 50 53.2 54.3 54.3
1 42 44.7 45.7 100.0
2 2.1 Missing
------- ------- -------
Total 94 100.0 100.0
SPSS/PC+
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
ean .457 Std err .052 Median .000
ode .000 Std dev .501 Variance .251
urtosis -2.013 S E Kurt .498 Skewness .177
S ESkew .251 Range 1.000 Minimum .000
aximum 1.000 Sum 42.000
92 Missing cases 2
1036
Valid Cum
Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 77 81.9 83.7 83.7
1 15 16.0 16.3 100.0
2 2.1 Missing
------- ------- -------
Total 94 100.0 100.0
SPSS/PC+
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
5/6/
Valid CumValue Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 71 75.5 77.2 77.21 21 22.3 22.8 100.0
2 2.1 Missing
------- -------



























- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - -
5/6/94
Valid Cumalue Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 66 70.2 71.7 71.71 26 27.7 28.3 100.02 2.1 Missing
-------
-------




























92 Missing cases 2
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Mean .283 Std err .047 Median .000
ode .000 Std dev .453 Variance .205
urtosis -1.060 S E Kurt .498 Skewness .982
S ESkew .251 Range 1.000 Minimum .000
aximum 1.000 Sum 26.000
alid cases 92 Missing cases 2
Valid Cum
alue Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 84 89.4 91.3 91.3
1 8 8.5 8.7 100.0
2 2.1 Missing
------- ------- -------
Total 94 100.0 100.0
SPSS/PC+






.0807.036 S E Kurt
.498 Skewness 2.981
.251 Range 1.000 Minimum
.0001.000 Sum 8.000
alid cases 92 Missing cases 2
Valid Cumalue Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 83 88.3 90.2 90.2
1 9 9.6 9.8 100.0
2 2.1 Missing
------- ------- -------




- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
'.5/& .
Mean .098 Std err
.031 Median .000
ode .000 Std dev
.299 Variance .089
urtosis 5.700 S E Kurt .498 Skewness 2.753S ESkew .251 Range 1.000 Minimum .000
aximum 1.000 Sum 9.000
alid cases 92 Missing cases 2
Valid Cum
alue Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 31 33.0 33.7 33.7
1 61 64.9 66.3 100.0
2 2.1 Missing
------- ------- -------
Total 94 100.0 100.0
SPSS/pc+ 5/6n
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
an .663 Std err
.050 Median 1.000de 1.000 Std dev
.475 Variance
.226rtosis
-1.542 S E Kurt .498 Skewness
-.701ESkew .251 Range 1.000 Minimum .000imum 1.000 Sum 61.000
lid cases 92 Missing cases 2
TICLE
Valid Cumlue Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 37 39.4 40.2 40.2
1 55 58.5 59.8 100.0
2 2.1 Missing
------- ------- -------
Total 94 100.0 100.0
SPSS/PC+
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
.598 Std err
.051 Median 1.0001.000 Std dev
.493 Variance
.243
-1.877 S E Kurt
.498 Skewness
-.406
.251 Range 1.000 Minimum
.0001.000 Sum 55.000
92 Missing cases 2
Valid CumValue Frequency Percent Percent Percent








- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Valid Cum
alue Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 75 79.8 83.3 83.3
1 15 16.0 16.7 100.0
4 4.3 Missing
------- ------- -------

























alid cases 90 Missing cases 4
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Mean .167 Std err .040 Median .000
de .000 Std dev .375 Variance .140
rtosis 1.339 S E Kurt .503 Skewness 1.819
ESkew .254 Range 1.000 Minimum .000
ximum 1.000 Sum 15.000
lid cases 90 Missing cases 4
Valid Cum
lue Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
a 82 87.2 91.1 91.1
1 8 8.5 8.9 100.0
4 4.3 Missing
------- ------- -------
Total 94 100.0 100.0
spssjPC+
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
5/6/94
Valid CumValue Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 64 68.1 71.1 71.11 26 27.7 28.9 100.04 4.3 Missing
-------
-------
-------Total 94 100.0 100.0
SPSS/PC+
ge 269
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - -
ean .289 Sed err . (/46' Ked.zan . (7(7(7
ode .000 Std dev .456 Variance .208
urtosis -1. 128 S E Kurt .503 Skewness .947
ESkew .254 Range 1. 000 Minimum .000
aximum 1. 000 Sum 26.000
alid cases 90 Missing cases 4
Valid Cum
alue Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
1 42 44.7 45.2 45.2
2 19 20.2 20.4 65.6
3 16 17.0 17.2 82.8
4 6 6.4 6.5 89.2
5 3 3.2 3.2 92.5




Total 94 100.0 100.0
SPSS/PC+
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
OWFAR
Mean 2.247 Std err
.159 Median 2.000de 1.000 Std dev 1.530 Variance 2.340rtosis .551 S E Kurt
.495 Skewness 1.210ESkew .250 Range 5.000 Minimum 1.000ximum 6.000 Sum 209.000
lid cases 93 Missing cases 1
X
Valid Cumalue Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
1 31 33.0 34.8 34.82 58 61.7 65.2 100.05 5.3 Missing
-------
-------
-------Total 94 100.0 100.0
SPSS/PC+
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Valid CumValue Frequency Percent Percent Percent
1 14 14.9 15.1 15.12 49 52.1 52.7 67.73 9 9.6 9.7 77.44 13 13.8 14.0 91.45 8 8.5 8.6 100.01 1.1 Missing
-------
-------




























- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Valid CumValue Frequency Percent Percent Percent
1 2 2.1 2.2 2.22 11 11.7 12.1 14.33 40 42.6 44.0 58.24 21 22.3 23.1 81.35 17 18.1 18.7 100.0
3 3.2 Missing


































- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Valid CumValue Frequency Percent Percent Percent




































Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 1 1.1 1.2 1.2
1 3 3.2 3.7 4.9
2 12 12.8 14.6 19.5
3 19 20.2 23.2 42.7
4 32 34.0 39.0 81.7
5 14 14.9 17.1 98.8
X- l 1.1 1.2 100.0
12 12.8 Missing
------- ------- -------




























- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Valid Cum
Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
1 92 97.9 100.0 100.0
2 2.1 Missing
------- ------- -------





























- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
5/6/94
Valid Cum
lue Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 92 97.9 100.0 100.0
2 2.1 Missing
------- ------- -------






















- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Valid Cum
lue Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 90 95.7 97.8 97.8
1 2 2.1 2.2 100.0
2 2.1 Missing
------- ------- -------




















, Missing cases 2




Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 92 97.9 100.0 100.0
2 2.1 Missing
------- ------- -------





























- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Valid CumValue Frequency Percent Percent Percent
a 91 96.8 98.9 98.91 1 1.1 1.1 100.0
2 2.1 Missing
------- -------




























.01192.000 S E Kurt
.498 Skewness 9.592
.251 Range 1.000 Minimum
.0001.000 Sum 1.000
alid cases 92 Missing cases 2
SPSS/PC+ 5/6/94
282 SPSS/PC+ 5/6/94










*** Memory allows a total of
There also may be up to
I
8329 Values, accumulated across all Variables.
1041 Value Labels for each Variable.
SPSS/PC+ 5/11/94
52 1 1.1 1.1 57.8
53 1 1.1 1.1 58.9
54 1 1.1 1.1 60.0
55 1 1.1 1.1 61.1
56 1 1.1 1.1 62.2
57 1 1.1 1.1 63.3
58 1 1.1 1.1 64.4
59 1 1.1 1.1 65.6
60 1 1.1 1.1 66.7
61 1 1.1 1.1 67.8
62 1 1.1 1.1 68.9
63 1 1.1 1.1 70.0
64 1 1.1 1.1 71.1
65 1 1.1 1.1 72.2
66 1 1.1 1.1 73.3
67 1 1.1 1.1 74.4
68 1 1.1 1.1 75.6
69 1 1.1 1.1 76.7
200 1 1.1 1.1 77.8
201 1 1.1 1.1 78.9
202 1 1.1 1.1 80.0
203 1 1.1 1.1 81.1
204 1 1.1 1.1 82.2
205 1 1.1 1.1 83.3
206 1 1.1 1.1 84.4
207 1 1.1 1.1 85.6
208 1 1.1 1.1 86.7
209 1 1.1 1.1 87.8
210 1 1.1 1.1 88.9
211 1 1.1 1.1 90.0
212 1 1.1 1.1 91.1
213 1 1.1 1.1 92.2
214 1 1.1 1.1 93.3
215 1 1.1 1.1 94.4
216 1 1.1 1.1 95.6
217 1 1.1 1.1 96.7
218 1 1.1 1.1 97.8
219 1 1.1 1.1 98.9
220 1 1.1 1.1 100.0
------- ------- -------
Total 90 100.0 100.0
Valid CumLabel Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 7 7.8 7.8 7.8
1 83 92.2 92.2 100.0
------- ------- -------

























modes exist. The smallest value is shown.
cases 90 Missing cases o
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
.922 Std err
.028 Median 1.0001.000 Std dev
.269 Variance
.0738.471 S E Kurt
.503 Skewness
-3.207
.254 Range 1.000 Minimum
.0001.000 Sum 83.000
90 Missing cases 0
Valid CumValue Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 14 15.6 15.6 15.61 76 84.4 84.4 100.0
------- ------- -------Total 90 100.0 100.0
SPSS/PC+ 5/11/94
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
.844 Std err .038 Median 1.000
1.000 Std dev .364 Variance .133
1.776 S E Kurt .503 Skewness
-1.933
.254 Range 1.000 Minimum .000
1.000 Sum 76.000
90 Missing cases 0
Valid Cum
Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 53 58.9 58.9 58.9
1 37 41.1 41.1 100.0
------- ------- -------
Total 90 100.0 100.0
625 SPSS/PC+ 5/11/94
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Valid Cum
Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 44 48.9 48.9 48.9
1 46 51.1 51.1 100.0
------- ------- -------





























- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
.511 Std err .053 Median 1.000
1.000 Std dev .503 Variance .253
-2.044 S E Kurt .503 Skewness
-.045
.254 Range 1.000 Minimum .000
1.000 Sum 46.000
90 Missing cases 0
Valid Cum
Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 52 57.8 57.8 57.8
1 38 42.2 42.2 100.0
------- ------- -------
Total 90 100.0 100.0
SPSS/PC+ 5/11/94
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
.422 Std err .052 Median .000
.000 Std dev .497 Variance .247
-1.941 S E Kurt .503 Skewness .320
.254 Range 1.000 Minimum .000
1.000 Sum 38.000
lid cases 90 Missing cases 0
ER1
Valid Cum
Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 75 83.3 84.3 84.3
1 14 15.6 15.7 100.0
1 1.1 Missing
------- ------- -------
Total 90 100.0 100.0
SPSS/PC+ 5/11/94
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
t~ICAL
an .157 Std err .039 Median .000
de .000 Std dev .366 Variance .134
rtosis 1.705 S E Kurt .506 Skewness 1.915
ESkew .255 Range 1.000 Minimum .000
ximum 1.000 Sum 14.000
lid cases 89 Missing cases 1
VIE
Valid Cum
lue Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 29 32.2 32.2 32.2
1 61 67.8 67.8 100.0
------- ------- -------
Total 90 100.0 100.0
SPSS/PC+
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
5/11/94
an .678 Std err .050 Median 1.000
de 1.000 Std dev .470 Variance .221
rtosis -1.434 S E Kurt .503 Skewness
-.774
ESkew .254 Range 1.000 Minimum .000
ximum 1.000 Sum 61.000
lid cases 90 Missing cases a
Valid Cum
Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
a 43 47.8 48.3 48.3
1 46 51.1 51.7 100.0
1 1.1 Missing
------- ------- -------
Total 90 100.0 100.0
SPSS/PC+ 5/11/94
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
an .517 Std err .053 Median 1.000
de 1.000 Std dev .503 Variance .253
rtosis
-2.042 S E Kurt .506 Skewness
-.069
ESkew .255 Range 1.000 Minimum .000
ximum 1.000 Sum 46.000
89 Missing cases 1
Valid Cum
Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 72 80.0 80.9 80.9
1 17 18.9 19.1 100.0
1 1.1 Missing
------- ------- -------
Total 90 100.0 100.0
SPSS/PC+ 5/11/94
~
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
an .191 Std err .042 Median .000
de .000 Std dev .395 Variance .156
rtosis .570 S E Kurt .506 Skewness 1.599
ESkew .255 Range 1.000 Minimum .000
ximum 1.000 Sum 17.000
89 Missing cases 1
Valid Cum
Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 75 83.3 84.3 84.3
1 14 15.6 15.7 100.0
1 1.1 Missing
------- ------- -------
Total 90 100.0 100.0
...
SPSS/PC+ 5/11/94
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
LING
an .157 Std err .039 Median .000
de .000 Std dev .366 Variance .134
rtosis 1.705 S E Kurt .506 Skewness 1.915
ESkew .255 Range 1.000 Minimum .000
ximum 1.000 Sum 14.000
lid cases 89 Missing cases 1
Valid Cum
Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 29 32.2 33.0 33.0
1 59 65.6 67.0 100.0
2 2.2 Missing
------- ------- -------
Total 90 100.0 100.0
SPSS/PC+ 5/11/94
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Valid Cum
Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
1 3 3.3 5.6 5.6
3 10 11.1 18.5 24.1
4 20 22.2 37.0 61.1
5 21 23.3 38.9 100.0
36 40.0 Missing
------- ------- -------





























- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Valid Cum
Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 1 1.1 1.9 1.9
1 1 1.1 1.9 3.7
2 4 4.4 7.4 11.1
3 17 18.9 31.5 42.6
4 17 18.9 31.5 74.1
5 14 15.6 25.9 100.0
36 40.0 Missing
------- ------- -------




























- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
5/11/94
Valid Cumlue Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent




































modes exist. The smallest value is shown.
54 Missing cases 36
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Valid Cum
lue Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 1 1.1 1.8 1.8
1 3 3.3 5.5 7.3
2 9 10.0 16.4 23.6
3 18 20.0 32.7 56.4
4 16 17.8 29.1 85.5
5 8 8.9 14.5 100.0
35 38.9 Missing
------- ------- -------










































Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 1 1.1 1.9 1.9
2 8 8.9 14.8 16.7
3 18 20.0 33.3 50.0
4 20 22.2 37.0 87.0
5 7 7.8 13.0 100.0
36 40.0 Missing
------- ------- -------

































- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
I
5/11/94
Valid CumValue Frequency Percent Percent Percent
a 1 1.1 1.8 1.81 5 5.6 9.1 10.92 12 13.3 21. 8 32.73 17 18.9 30.9 63.64 12 13.3 21. 8 85.55 8 8.9 14.5 100.035 38.9 Missing
-------
-------





























- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
DIAC
Valid CumLabel Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 1 1.1 2.0 2.01 29 32.2 56.9 58.82 8 8.9 15.7 74.53 6 6.7 11.8 86.34 3 3.3 5.9 92.25 4 4.4 7.8 100.0
39 43.3 Missing
------- -------


























55 Missing cases 35
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
an 1.863 Std err .184 Median 1.000
de 1.000 Std dev 1.312 Variance 1.721
rtosis .529 S E Kurt .656 Skewness 1.259
ESkew .333 Range 5.000 Minimum .000
ximum 5.000 Sum 95.000
lid cases 51 Missing cases 39
Valid Cum
Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 1 1.1 2.0 2.0
1 31 34.4 63.3 65.3
2 7 7.8 14.3 79.6
3 4 4.4 8.2 87.8
4 3 3.3 6.1 93.9




Total 90 100.0 100.0
age 641 SPSS/PC+ 5/11/94
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Valid Cum
Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 1 1.1 2.0 2.0
1 2 2.2 4.0 6.0
2 9 10.0 18.0 24.0
3 23 25.6 46.0 70.0
4 12 13.3 24.0 94.0
5 3 3.3 6.0 100.0
40 44.4 Missing
------- ------- -------

































- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Valid Cum
Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 1 1.1 1.9 1.9
1 4 4.4 7.4 9.3
2 4 4.4 7.4 16.7
3 23 25.6 42.6 59.3
4 18 20.0 33.3 92.6
5 4 4.4 7.4 100.0
36 40.0 Missing
------- ------- -------



























- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
II
Valid Cum
Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
a 1 1.1 1.9 1.9
2 3 3.3 5.6 7.4
3 21 23.3 38.9 46.3
4 19 21.1 35.2 81. 5
5 10 11.1 18.5 100.0
36 40.0 Missing
------- ------- -------





























































54 Missing cases 36
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Valid Cum
Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 39 43.3 69.6 69.6
1 17 18.9 30.4 100.0
34 37.8 Missing
------- ------- -------



































- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
an .304 Std err .062 Median .000
de .000 Std dev .464 Variance .215
rtosis -1.276 S E Kurt .628 Skewness .878
E Skew .319 Range 1.000 Minimum .000
ximum 1.000 Sum 17.000























Value Frequency Percent Percent
Percent
a 22 24.4 40.0
40.0










an .109 Std err
.042 Median .000de .000 Std dev
.315 Variance .099rtosis 4.824 S E Kurt
.634 Skewness 2.579S ESkew .322 Range 1.000 Minimum .000
ximum 1.000 Sum 6.000
lid cases 55 Missing cases 35
Valid Cum
Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 44 48.9 80.0 80.0
1 11 12.2 20.0 100.0
35 38.9 Missing
------- ------- -------
Total 90 100.0 100.0
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
IPERF
Valid Cum
Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 50 55.6 90.9 90.9
1 5 5.6 9.1 100.0
35 38.9 Missing
------- ------- -------








































- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
I
an .091 Std err .039 Median .000
de .000 Std dev .290 Variance .084
rtosis 6.811 S E Kurt .634 Skewness 2.926
ESkew .322 Range 1.000 Minimum .000
xirnurn 1.000 Sum 5.000
lid cases 55 Missing cases 35
Valid Cum
Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 46 51.1 83.6 83.6
1 9 10.0 16.4 100.0
35 38.9 Missing
------- ------- -------
Total 90 100.0 100.0
ge 651 SPSS/PC+ 5/11/94
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
an .164 Std err .050 Median .000
de .000 Std dev .373 Variance .139
rtosis 1.551 S E Kurt .634 Skewness 1.870
ESkew .322 Range 1.000 Minimum .000
ximum 1.000 Sum 9.000
,,-lid cases 55 Missing cases 35
Valid Cum
Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 54 60.0 98.2 98.2
1 1 1.1 1.8 100.0
35 38.9 Missing
------- ------- -------
Total 90 100.0 100.0
652 SPSS/PC+ 5/11/94







Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 53 58.9 96.4 96.4
1 2 2.2 3.6 100.0
35 38.9 Missing
------- ------- -------

































.lid cases 55 Missing cases 35
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
.ENPERF
an .036 Std err
.025 Median .000de .000 Std dev
.189 Variance .036
rtosis 24.847 S E Kurt .634 Skewness 5.094ESkew .322 Range 1.000 Minimum .000
ximum 1.000 Sum 2.000
lid cases 55 Missing cases 35
Valid Cum
Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 41 45.6 73.2 73.2
1 15 16.7 26.8 100.0
34 37.8 Missing
------- ------- -------
Total 90 100.0 100.0
SPSS/PC+ 5/11/94




an .268 Std err .060 Median .000
de .000 Std dev .447 Variance .200
rtosis -.871 S E Kurt .628 Skewness 1.078
ESkew .319 Range 1.000 Minimum .000
ximum 1.000 Sum 15.000
lid cases 56 Missing cases 34
ERY
Valid Cum
Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 19 21.1 59.4 59.4
1 13 14.4 40.6 100.0
58 64.4 Missing
------- ------- -------
Total 90 100.0 100.0
SPSS/PC+




an .406 Std err .088 Median .000de .000 Std dev .499 Variance .249
rtosis
-1.967 S E Kurt .809 Skewness .401
ESkew .414 Range 1.000 Minimum .000
xirnurn 1.000 Sum 13.000
lid cases 32 Missing cases 58
Valid Cum
Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 23 25.6 71.9 71.9
1 9 10.0 28.1 100.0
58 64.4 Missing
------- ------- -------
Total 90 100.0 100.0
SPSS/PC+ 5/11/94






Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 21 23.3 65.6 65.6
1 11 12.2 34.4 100.0
58 64.4 Missing
------- ------- -------



































- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
an .344 Std err .085 Median .000
de .000 Std dev .483 Variance .233
rtosis
-1.629 S E Kurt .809 Skewness .691
ESkew .414 Range 1.000 Minimum .000
ximum 1.000 Sum 11.000
lid cases 32 Missing cases 58
PRI
Valid Cum
Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 25 27.8 78.1 78.1
1 7 7.8 21.9 100.0
58 64.4 Missing
------- ------- -------
Total 90 100.0 100.0
SPSS/PC+ 5/11/94
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
SS
Valid Cum
Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 19 21.1 59.4 59.4
1 13 14.4 40.6 100.0
58 64.4 Missing
------- ------- -------









































Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 20 22.2 62.5 62.5
1 12 13.3 37.5 100.0
58 64.4 Missing
------- ------- -------
























































-1.824 S E Kurt .809 Skewness
.542ESkew .414 Range 1.000 Minimum
.000ximum 1.000 Sum 12.000
lid cases 32 Missing cases 58
Valid Cum
Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 24 26.7 75.0 75.0
1 8 8.9 25.0 100.0
58 64.4 Missing
------- ------- -------
Total 90 100.0 100.0
SPSS/PC+ 5/11/94






Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 30 33.3 51.7 51.7
1 28 31.1 48.3 100.0
32 35.6 Missing
------- ------- -------














































an .483 Std err .066 Median .000
de .000 Std dev .504 Variance .254
rtosis -2.068 S E Kurt .618 Skewness .071
ESkew .314 Range 1.000 Minimum .000
ximum 1.000 Sum 28.000
lid cases 58 Missing cases 32
Valid Cum
Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 15 16.7 45.5 45.5
1 18 20.0 54.5 100.0
57 63.3 Missing
------- ------- -------
Total 90 100.0 100.0
SPSS/PC+ 5/11/94
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
.
Valid Cum
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 1 1.1 5.0 5.0
1 8 8.9 40.0 45.0
2 5 5.6 25.0 70.0
3 4 4.4 20.0 90.0
4 2 2.2 10.0 100.0
70 77.8 Missing
------- ------- -------



































- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
an 1.900 Std err .250 Median 2.000
de 1.000 Std dev 1.119 Variance 1.253
rtosis
-.637 S E Kurt .992 Skewness .466
ESkew .512 Range 4.000 Minimum .000
ximum 4.000 Sum 38.000
lid cases 20 Missing cases 70
Valid Cum
Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 21 23.3 37.5 37.5
1 34 37.8 60.7 98.2
2 1 1.1 1.8 100.0
34 37.8 Missing
------- ------- -------
Total 90 100.0 100.0
SPSS/PC+ 5/11/94
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Mean .643 Std err .069 Median 1.000
de 1.000 Std dev .520 Variance .270
rtosis -1.078 S E Kurt .628 Skewness -.206
ESkew .319 Range 2.000 Minimum .000
ximum 2.000 Sum 36.000
lid cases 56 Missing cases 34
Valid Cum
Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 23 25.6 39.7 39.7
1 35 38.9 60.3 100.0
32 35.6 Missing
------- ------- -------
Total 90 100.0 100.0
SPSS/PC+






alue Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 14 15.6 73.7 73.7
1 5 5.6 26.3 100.0
71 78.9 Missing
------- ------- -------







































.263 Std err .104 Median .000
.000 Std dev .452 Variance .205
-.718 S E Kurt 1.014 Skewness 1.170
.524 Range 1.000 Minimum .000
1.000 Sum 5.000
19 Missing cases 71
Valid Cum
Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 17 18.9 89.5 89.5
1 2 2.2 10.5 100.0
71 78.9 Missing
------- ------- -------
Total 90 100.0 100.0
SPSS/PC+ 5/11/94








alue Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 13 14.4 68.4 68.4
1 6 6.7 31.6 100.0
71 78.9 Missing
------- ------- -------

































- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
. I
.316 Std err .110 Median .000
.000 Std dev .478 Variance .228
-1.419 S E Kurt 1.014 Skewness .862
.524 Range 1.000 Minimum .000
1.000 Sum 6.000
19 Missing cases 71
Valid Cum
Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 11 12.2 57.9 57.9
1 8 8.9 42.1 100.0
71 78.9 Missing
------- ------- -------
Total 90 100.0 100.0
SPSS/PC+




.421 Std err .116 Median .000
.000 Std dev .507 Variance .257
-2.115 S E Kurt 1.014 Skewness .348
.524 Range 1.000 Minimum .000
1.000 Sum 8.000
19 Missing cases 71
Valid Cum
Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
1 37 41.1 63.8 63.8
2 3 3.3 5.2 69.0
3 18 20.0 31.0 100.0
32 35.6 Missing
------- ------- -------




- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Valid Cum
alue Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
1 39 43.3 70.9 70.9
2 1 1.1 1.8 72.7
3 15 16.7 27.3 100.0
35 38.9 Missing
------- ------- -------

































58 Missing cases 32




alue Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 13 14.4 24.1 24.1
1 41 45.6 75.9 100.0
36 40.0 Missing
------- ------- -------
Total 90 100.0 100.0
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Valid Cum
e Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
a 30 33.3 69.8 69.8
1 13 14.4 30.2 100.0
47 52.2 Missing
------- ------- -------



































- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
5/11/94
.302 Std err .071 Median .000
.000 Std dev .465 Variance .216
-1.265 S E Kurt .709 Skewness .892
.361 Range 1.000 Minimum .000
1.000 Sum 13.000
43 Missing cases 47
W
Valid Cum
Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 1 1.1 5.3 5.3
1 5 5.6 26.3 31.6
2 10 11.1 52.6 84.2
3 2 2.2 10.5 94.7
4 1 1.1 5.3 100.0
71 78.9 Missing
------- ------- -------
Total 90 100.0 100.0
SPSS/PC+
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Valid Cum
Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 11 12.2 19.6 19.6
1 45 50.0 80.4 100.0
34 37.8 Missing
------- ------- -------
Total 90 100.0 100.0
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Valid Cum
Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
a 22 24.4 46.8 46.8
1 25 27.8 53.2 100.0
43 47.8 Missing
------- ------- -------

























































Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
1 6 6.7 21.4 21.4
2 11 12.2 39.3 60.7
3 7 7.8 25.0 85.7
4 4 4.4 14.3 100.0
62 68.9 Missing
------- ------- -------





















































2.321 Std err .186 Median 2.000
2.000 Std dev .983 Variance .967
-.809 S E Kurt .858 Skewness .289
.441 Range 3.000 Minimum 1.000
4.000 Sum 65.000
28 Missing cases 62
Valid Cum
Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 72 80.0 82.8 82.8




Total 90 100.0 100.0
SPSS/PC+
















.1441.141 S E Kurt
.511 Skewness 1.765
.258 Range 1.000 Minimum
.0001.000 Sum 15.000
87 Missing cases 3
Valid CumValue Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 12 13.3 70.6 70.61 5 5.6 29.4 100.0
73 81.1 Missing
------- ------- -------Total 90 100.0 100.0
680 SPSS/PC+ 51











- - - - - -
Valid Cum
Value Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 17 18.9 100.0 100.0
73 81.1 Missing
------- ------- -------

































17 Missing cases 73









Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 10 11.1 58.8 58.8
1 7 7.8 41.2 100.0
73 81.1 Missing
------- ------- -------






















- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Valid Cum
Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 14 15.6 82.4 82.4
1 3 3.3 17.6 100.0
73 81.1 Missing
------- ------- -------




























- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
.176 Std err .095 Median .000
.000 Std dev .393 Variance .154
1.665 S E Kurt 1.063 Skewness 1.866
.550 Range 1.000 Minimum .000
1.000 Sum 3.000
cases 17 Missing cases 73
Valid Cum
Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 14 15.6 82.4 82.4
1 3 3.3 17.6 100.0
73 81.1 Missing
------- ------- -------
Total 90 100.0 100.0
SPSS/PC+ 5/11/94
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
.176 Std err .095 Median .000
.000 Std dev .393 Variance .154
1.665 S E Kurt 1.063 Skewness 1.866
.550 Range 1.000 Minimum .000
1.000 Sum 3.000
17 Missing cases 73
Valid Cum
Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 8 8.9 47.1 47.1
1 9 10.0 52.9 100.0
73 81.1 Missing
------- ------- -------
Total 90 100.0 100.0
685 SPSS/PC+





alue Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 9 10.0 52.9 52.9
1 8 8.9 47.1 100.0
73 81.1 Missing
------- ------- -------











































.471 Std err .125 Median .000
.000 Std dev .514 Variance .265
-2.267 S E Kurt 1.063 Skewness .130
.550 Range 1.000 Minimum .000
1.000 Sum 8.000
17 Missing cases 73
T
Valid Cum
Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 6 6.7 35.3 35.3
1 11 12.2 64.7 100.0
73 81.1 Missing
------- ------- -------
Total 90 100.0 100.0
SPSS/PC+ 5/11/94
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
.647 Std err .119 Median 1.000
1.000 Std dev .493 Variance .243
-1.766 S E Kurt 1.063 Skewness
-.677
.550 Range 1.000 Minimum .000
1.000 Sum 11.000
alid cases 17 Missing cases 73
Valid Cum
Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 13 14.4 76.5 76.5
1 4 4.4 23.5 100.0
73 81.1 Missing
------- ------- -------
Total 90 100.0 100.0
SPSS/PC+
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
5/11/
.- Valid Cum
.alue Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 16 17.8 94.1 94.11 1 1.1 5.9 100.0
73 81.1 Missing
-------


































'-alid cases 17 Missing cases 73
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
.
.059 Std err .059 Median .000
.000 Std dev .243 Variance .059
osis 17.000 S E Kurt 1.063 Skewness 4.123
Skew .550 Range 1.000 Minimum .000
mum 1.000 Sum 1.000
17 Missing cases 73
ED
Valid Cum
Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 16 17.8 94.1 94.1
1 1 1.1 5.9 100.0
73 81.1 Missing
------- ------- -------
Total 90 100.0 100.0
SPSS/PC+
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
5/11/94
Valid Cum
Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 13 14.4 76.5 76.5
1 4 4.4 23.5 100.0
73 81.1 Missing
------- ------- -------





























- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Missing cases 73
.235 Std err .106 Median .000
.000 Std dev .437 Variance .191
-.149 S E Kurt 1.063 Skewness 1.372
.550 Range 1.000 Minimum .000
1.000 Sum 4.000
lid cases 17 Missing cases 73
Valid Cum
Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 65 72.2 91.5 91.5
1 6 6.7 8.5 100.0
19 21.1 Missing
------- ------- -------
Total 90 100.0 100.0
SPSS/PC+ 5/11/94
.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Valid Cum
Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 43 47.8 60.6 60.6
1 28 31.1 39.4 100.0
19 21.1 Missing
------- ------- -------























































Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 64 71.1 90.1 90.1
1 7 7.8 9.9 100.0
19 21.1 Missing
------- ------- -------






































- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
.099 Std err .036 Median .000
.000 Std dev .300 Variance .090
5.731 S E Kurt .563 Skewness 2.751
.285 Range 1.000 Minimum .000
1.000 Sum 7.000
71 Missing cases 19
Valid Cum
Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 49 54.4 69.0 69.0
1 22 24.4 31.0 100.0
19 21.1 Missing
------- ------- -------
Total 90 100.0 100.0
SPSS/PC+ 5/11/94





.310 Std err .055 Median .000
.000 Std dev .466 Variance .217
-1.332 S E Kurt .563 Skewness .840
.285 Range 1.000 Minimum .000
1.000 Sum 22.000
alid cases 71 Missing cases 19
Valid Cum
Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 62 68.9 87.3 87.3
1 9 10.0 12.7 100.0
19 21.1 Missing
------- ------- -------
Total 90 100.0 100.0
SPSS/PC+ 5/11/94
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Valid Cum
Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 59 65.6 83.1 83.1
1 12 13.3 16.9 100.0
19 21.1 Missing
------- ------- -------



















































ean .169 Std err .045 Median .000
ode .000 Std dev .377 Variance .142
Kurtosis 1.293 S E Kurt .563 Skewness 1.805
.
ESkew .285 Range 1.000 Minimum .000
aximum 1.000 Sum 12.000
.alid cases 71 Missing cases 19
Valid Cum
Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 41 45.6 48.8 48.8
1 43 47.8 51.2 100.0
6 6.7 Missing
------- ------- -------
Total 90 100.0 100.0




- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
~















Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 43 47.8 51.2 51.2
1 41 45.6 48.8 100.0
6 6.7 Missing
------- ------- -------



































- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
.488 Std err .055 Median .000
.000 Std dev .503 Variance .253
-2.047 S E Kurt .520 Skewness .049
.263 Range 1.000 Minimum .000
1.000 Sum 41.000
84 Missing cases 6
Valid Cum
Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 48 53.3 57.1 57.1
1 36 40.0 42.9 100.0
6 6.7 Missing
------- ------- -------
Total 90 100.0 100.0
SPSS/PC+ 5/1.1./9~..
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Valid Cum
Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
a 23 25.6 27.4 27.4
1 61 67.8 72.6 100.0
6 6.7 Missing
------- ------- -------














































ean .726 Std err .049 Median 1.000
ode 1.000 Std dev .449 Variance .201
Kurtosis -.956 S E Kurt .520 Skewness -1.033
ESkew .263 Range 1.000 Minimum .000
aximum 1.000 Sum 61.000
alid cases 84 Missing cases 6
Valid Cum
Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 80 88.9 95.2 95.2
1 4 4.4 4.8 100.0
6 6.7 Missing
------- ------- -------
Total 90 100.0 100.0
SPSS/PC+ 5/11/94
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
.048 Std err .023 Median .000
.000 Std dev .214 Variance .046
17.123 S E Kurt .520 Skewness 4.326
.263 Range 1.000 Minimum .000
1.000 Sum 4.000
84 Missing cases 6
Valid Cum
alue Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 77 85.6 91.7 91.7
1 7 7.8 8.3 100.0
6 6.7 Missing
------- ------- -------
Total 90 100.0 100.0
THER24
SPSS/PC+ 5/11/94
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
.
ean .083 Std err .030 Median .000
ode .000 Std dev .278 Variance .077
Kurtosis 7.607 S E Kurt .520 Skewness 3.070
.
ESkew .263 Range 1.000 Minimum .000
.
aximum 1.000 Sum 7.000
.alid cases 84 Missing cases 6
Valid Cum
Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 74 82.2 88.1 88.1
1 10 11.1 11.9 100.0
6 6.7 Missing
------- ------- -------
Total 90 100.0 100.0
SPSS/PC+ 5/11/94
- - - - - - - - - - - - -
~
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Valid Cum
alue Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 48 53.3 57.1 57.1
1 36 40.0 42.9 100.0
6 6.7 Missing
------- ------- -------

































alid cases 84 Missing cases 6




Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
a 67 74.4 84.8 84.8
1 12 13.3 15.2 100.0
11 12.2 Missing
------- ------- -------

















































Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 67 74.4 84.8 84.8
1 12 13.3 15.2 100.0
11 12.2 Missing
------- ------- -------













































Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 69 76.7 87.3 87.3
1 10 11.1 12.7 100.0
11 12.2 Missing
------- ------- -------





















































Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
a 32 35.6 40.5 40.5
1 47 52.2 59.5 100.0
11 12.2 Missing
------- ------- -------








































Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
1 27 30.0 31.0 31.0
2 19 21.1 21.8 52.9
3 8 8.9 9.2 62.1
4 2 2.2 2.3 64.4
5 5 5.6 5.7 70.1
6 26 28.9 29.9 100.0
3 3.3 Missing
------- ------- -------


















































Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
1 45 50.0 51.1 51.1
2 43 47.8 48.9 100.0
2 2.2 Missing
------- ------- -------













































Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
1 25 27.8 28.4 28.4
2 34 37.8 38.6 67.0
3 10 11.1 11.4 78.4
4 12 13.3 13.6 92.0
5 7 7.8 8.0 100.0
2 2.2 Missing
------- ------- -------





































Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
2 26 28.9 29.5 29.5
3 25 27.8 28.4 58.0
4 20 22.2 22.7 80.7
5 17 18.9 19.3 100.0
2 2.2 Missing
------- ------- -------






































.alue Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 1 1.1 1.2 1.2
1 34 37.8 41.0 42.2
.
2 5 5.6 6.0 48.2
3 9 10.0 10.8 59.0
4 19 21.1 22.9 81.9
.-
5 1 1.1 1.2 83.1
6 9 10.0 10.8 94.0
7 4 4.4 4.8 98.8








































.alid cases 88 Missing cases 2
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
. Valid Cum
.alue Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
1 19 21.1 22.6 22.6
2 25 27.8 29.8 52.4
.
3 18 20.0 21.4 73.8
4 22 24.4 26.2 100.0
6 6.7 Missing
------- ------- -------

















































Label Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 7 7.8 8.4 8.4
1 76 84.4 91. 6 100.0
7 7.8 Missing
------- ------- -------

























84 Missing cases 6
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Valid Cum
Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 78 86.7 95.1 95.1
1 4 4.4 4.9 100.0
8 8.9 Missing
------- ------- -------










































.049 Std err .024 Median .000
.000 Std dev .217 Variance .047
16.620 S E Kurt .526 Skewness 4.268
.266 Range 1.000 Minimum .000
1.000 Sum 4.000
lid cases 82 Missing cases 8
Valid Cum
Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 81 90.0 98.8 98.8
1 1 1.1 1.2 100.0
8 8.9 Missing
------- ------- -------
Total 90 100.0 100.0
SPSS/PC+ 5/11/94
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Valid Cum
Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 80 88.9 97.6 97.6
1 2 2.2 2.4 100.0
8 8.9 Missing
------- ------- -------













































.024 Std err .017 Median .000
.000 Std dev .155 Variance .024
38.399 S E Kurt .526 Skewness 6.282
.266 Range 1.000 Minimum .000
1.000 Sum 2.000
cases 82 Missing cases 8
Valid Cum
Value Frequency Percent Percent Percent
0 78 86.7 95.1 95.1
1 4 4.4 4.9 100.0
8 8.9 Missing
------- ------- -------
Total 90 100.0 100.0
720 SPSS/PC+ 5/11/94
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
.049 Std err .024 Median .000
.000 Std dev .217 Variance .047
16.620 S E Kurt .526 Skewness 4.268
.266 Range 1.000 Minimum .000
1.000 Sum 4.000
82 Missing cases 8
SPSS/PC+ 5/11/94
